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JAW, BUT ALLIES HAMMER BACK
Proportional A'dvances Are Also Allies Are Pressing in the Ger-- ,
Granted to Assistants and
man Lines on Three Sides
Miscellaneous Mechanical
bf the
Battle Front
Is
Late
Workers.
Report,
Department
NEW RATES RETROACTIVE
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Are Fight-- .
Miles From Their

ns

ing 101-- 2
Point of

Gains Made by
Near Rheims Imperil the
Entire Position of the German Crown Prince, Who Is Fight- ing Desperately to Keep Open the Top of the Salient Until
He Can Extricate His Forces; the Very
Strength of German
Lines as Now Established Will Make Their Losses Great
From Concentrated Fire of Pursuers; Attacking Troops Are'
Backed by Circling Raiiroads on Which Long Range Weapons
on Railroad Mounts Can Be Moved Back and Forth at Will
Franco-America-

MAMMOTH STOREHOUSE OF
TEUTONS IS ENDANGERED

TO JANUARY FIRST, LAST

Beginning Aug,
Eight Hours
Will Be Recognized as Standard Working Day; Time and
a HaUjjfor Overtime,

EASTERN LINE MORE THAN MILE

rife Cmm,

--

Departure Last
Thursday; British Strike,

ns

(Ity Moinlni Journal

journal sri ci- -l lrarid WfRtl
Washington, July 24. Wages of
railroad shopmen were increased to
68 cents an hour tniluy by Dlroctor
General McAdoo, with proportional
advances for assistants and miscellaneous classes In mechanical departments.
The new rates, which are
retroactive to last January 1, are
from 5 to, 13 cents an hour highei
than wages paid these men in most
shops under the general wage advance
allowed two months ago by the director general hut are somewhat less
than the labor organization sought.
Beginning August 1 eight hours will
be recognized as h standard working'
day and overtime, Sundays and holiday work will be paid, at the rate of
one and one-hatimes the usual rate.
Hack pay! will be given the men as
noon as it can be calculated.
500,0(10 Get Wage Advnnces.
0
The advances apply to about
men and apply flatly to all sections of the country, despite local differences prevailing heretofore. The
addition to the aggregate annual pay
rool is estimated as nearly J 100,000,-00The advance Is the first extensive modification' of the new wage
scale and was made on recommenda
tion of the commission on railroad
wages and working
conditions, following representations of shop crafts
that high wages paid machinists and
other mechanical
workers In
resulted in discrimination
against railroad shop employes. The
new scale of wages was announced
as follows:
black"Machinists,
bollermakers,
smiths, sheet metal workers, moulders and first class electrical workers,
8 cents .per hour.
"Car men and second class clcctrl-ta- l
workers, 58 cents an hcJur, .
"Helpers, 45 cents an hour.
"Foremen paid on hourly basis B
cents per hour more than respective
lav MnnmNO

lf

500,-00-

0.

ship-yaii-

ls

crafts.
"Foremen paid on monthly basis.
Increase

per , month, minimum
$150 and maximum $250.
"New rates are retroactive to January 1. 1918.
"Beginnings August 1, 1918, eight
hour day with time and
for
overtime, Sunday work and seven
specified holidays."
The former wage increase order
provided for percentage
advances,
with a minimum of 55 cents an hour
for shop men,
$40

one-ha-

lf
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TURNED INTO CANDY
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Paris, July 24. A thousand tons
of sugur said to have been destined
for Germany, is now being turned into
candy for American Soldiers in France
Swiss agents had purchased the sugar
In the United States. When the shipment arrived at a French port the
government learned that it would remain In Switzerland Just long enough
for reshipment Into Germany. Tho
sugar was stored In a French warehouse where it remained for three
years and recently it was sold at
auc-"tio-

.

The Young Men's Christian Associa
tion purchased the sugar and now the
association factories In France are
busy manufacturing dainties toy- - the
'
soldiers.
Biff Gift to U. of C.
Chicago, July 24. La Verne W.
Noyes, Chicago philanthropist today
gave $2,500,000 to the University of
Chicago to be used In educating soldiers and sailors and their descendants after the wnr. In addition to free
tuition for war heroes and their children, the fund provides for the perpetuation of instruction In American
history and public duties of citizen.
ship.

THE WEATHER
FORECAST.

summary of local weather conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ending at 6 p. m. yesterday follows: Maximum temperature, 93 "degrees: minA

imum, 64r range, 38;

at

6 p.

m., 81;

southwest winds; partly cloudy.
LOCAL REPORT

((.'minted War

Ix-a-

by the Associated

I'll'SH.)

Violent German counter-attack- s
arid
rear guard actions In great strength
still fail to serve as barriers to tho
saladvance on the Soissuns-Ulieiniient.
They have aided In slowing down
the fast pace, but on the three sides
of the now
battle front, important gains have been made.
Driving slowly but surely, south of
SoisHOns the American and French
itops have pushed their front further,,
eastward toward that part of tho
Soissons-Chatea- u
Thierry railway lino
that Is still in the hands of the enemy,
and further south, along both sides of
the Ourcq river and the road leading
to
Germany's
great storehouse for tho supply of her
troops to the south. Important penetrations Into enemy-hel- d
territory
have been made until the maximum
point where tho allies aro fighting
near Coincy is about ten and a hull
miles from the!r point of departure
last Thursday.
Allies Meet rtcsistaiice.
In the Marne region north of Chateau
the Americans and
Thierry
French have mot with tho fiercest
kind of resistance, for the Germans
are striving hard to extricate large
numbers of the Gorman forces and
save part of the great number of guns
and quantities of war materials.
The advantage in tho fighting has
rested with the allied troops, who have
pushed on northward past the village
of Epleds nnd ousted the Germans
from the greater part .of the Chatelet
forest. In this region the allies now
hold the villages
of Eplcds and
Trugny-Epied- s,
which were captured
by the Germans and were recaptured
Wednesday in a colinter-altac- k
by
tho Americans.
Pressing on northward the allies have driven their
front beyond Courpoil, which lies
about six nnd a half miles northeast
of Chateau Thierry.
Much Rooty Captured. ',
Along tho Marne at several points,
notably in the region of Chnrteves and
Juulgonne nnd further east at Trelottp
the allies have put the northern bank
of the Marne further behind them in
advances and captured a large num- -
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Amsterdam, July 24. General mobilization of the Kusslaii army begun
'on July 7, according to Moscow and
advices received here.
OF Sl,.Vs
NOT TAKF.X SF.llIOl SI.Y

MOBIU'TIO
--

Washington, July 24. The mobilization of the Russian army, as announced in reports today from Moscow via Amsterdam, Is not regarded
as a matter of serious moment fty
state department officials. In sonic
quarters it was regarded as simply
another effort to raise the draft army
which Leon Trotsky, Bolshevik minister of war, declared to bo tho only
solution to the military chaos in Russia.
(Cintlniied on Tags Two.)
The suggestion was made thai the
Russian government might send its
new army to drive out the allied and
American forces in tho Mourmansk
peninsula, but it was explained that
this would be almost impossible ns it
would mean tho transportation of tho
army &00 miles over extremely difficult territory and without means of
supply.
The Bolshevik! assured tho German
government that its own army would
protect the German embassy in Moscow when Germany asked to be
to send battalions to that city
after the assassination of Count von
Mirbach. At that time the government
lUr MORNIN JOURNAL PKCIAL LKAflKD W1HK1
had no army except on paper and It
A strike of muniLondon, July
tions workers began at Birmingham at Is believed here that the mobilization
8 o'clock
this evening, the hour the on July 7 was to make good tho pledge
to Germany.
day workers finished their work and
when the night shift was to come on
duty, according to a dispatch to the PRESIDENT PORTUGAL
Central News from Birmingham.
PRAISESARMY, NAVY
The aggregate membership of the
12 societies affiliated with the Joint
. MORNIN. JOURNAL .R.C.v L.A..O ...,
committee of the engineering trades
Lisbon, Portugal, July 24. Dr.
unions Is about 65,000, Including about
Paes, president of Portuga, In
Officials of the Joint his
6,000 women.
message rend today at the opencommittee say they huve no reason
of
parliament, praised the army
to doubt that all the workers will be ing
and the navy and said that negotiloyal to the resolution to stop work. ates had been
entered Into looking to
a more active participation by Portugal in the war. He Justified the
WESTERN BOHEMIA IS
of diplomatic relations
FACING STARVATION between Portugal and tha Vatican and
said that reports were constantly
T KomiM JOURNAL
being received from Spain demonPOIAl. UA- -t Wlkll
Zurich, Switzerland, Tuesday, July strating the cordial friendship held by
23. In the course-o- f
the' sitting of that monarchy for the Iberian
tht Austrian lower house on Friday
Dr. Paes said he had alwny been
Deputy Pik said that western Bohemia for months had received no a republican and declared he would
flour or bread and that In pllsen star- do his best to consolidate the republic
vation had lea to most lamentable and to follow a definite foreign policy.
consequences and the town had been
RATIONING
placed permanently under martial TOBACCO
I
:.
,
law. ' ,r
Food Minister Paul concluded
a
;
SCHEMEJS DROPPED
gloomy survey of the situation with the
tav MORNINa journIal hrvcal i.carcq wirri
remark that he viewed neither the
present nor future situations with
Amsterdam, July 24. Tho proposed
He was only trying, ho rationing of tobacco In Austria has
optimism.
said, to avoid a dangerous pessimism. come to a ludicrous and Ignominious
tni. The. number of Individual apTo Start River Boats. ;
from smokers was prodigplications
W. ious. In Vienna alono it Is calculated
Bt. Ubuls, Mo.,
July 24.--k
MackjV manager of the Mississippi that scorns of thousands of
river section of. the Federal Barge, ers must have registered as tobacco
lines, announced today that a barge consumers, presumably for, the benefreight service between St. Louis and fit of friends. Tho result would have
New Orleana will be In operation on a teen the apportionment of about one
wtfckiy schedule after September 1.
Hgaretttt daily to eacb applicant.
;
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The
Wushington, July 24.
number of dead and missing from
tho cruiser Kan Hieno, sunk last
Friday oft Fire Island, N. Y., has
now been reduced to six, Secretary Daniels said today.
Three of the six men were Vill-e- d
by the explosion which caused
the fhip to sink. Tile three men
still miMsIng are Clyde C. Blaine,
Lomitu, Calif.; John Paul Harris,
Cincinnati, and Andrew Mtmsuti,
St. Paul, Minn.
i

TO ESCAPE NOOSE
- MCRNINV JOURNAL RRRCIAL
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WIRtJ

Francis,

Calif., July 24.
Thomas J,, Jooney is to petition the
state supreme court for a renew ring
of lis decision last Monday sustaining
a superior tourt order denying film, a
new trial, it was announced here today by Maxwell McNutti counsel 'of
record for Mooncy.
Mooney Is awaiting hanging hi San Quentin penitentiary following his conviction for .murder In connection with a preparedness
day bomb explosion here..
The only thing that can stay the
IS
action of Governor
AS
npiie.il will bo
Stephens on Mooney's application for
a pardon, McNutt said.'
Mooney's original conviction was
upheld by the supremo court. lie
AN
to the superior court for a reversal on the ground that fraud exnullified the
trinsic to the record
IBT JOftN'NO JOI tNAL IPICIAL LIAREO WIRI'
This appeal was denied
Judgment.
HoStOll.
Tv'iin24.
Oswiit.l
July
and an exception was nwide In a peti'hardt, formerly German and Austrian tion to tho supreme court, which
in
consul
'
this city, was arrested today wan denied also.
n an enemy alien at his home in
4- Manchester and brought herv. Federal officers refused to confirm or LARGE DENVER GRAIN
deny a report that tho arrest was conFIRM ORDERED CLOSED
nected with submarine activity off the
coast.
IRY MCRNINO
JOURNAL IITCIALLIAf IJ WlRCI
It was admitted the arrest was conDenver, Colo., July Hi. J. D. Best
sidered of more than ordinary imof Denver, ono of tho
and
portance and that the' Kunhnrdt largest,Company
grain firms in tin; west, was
in
were
Manchester
apartments
ordered closed today by Frank L.
No statement was made as
searched.
United" States food
to what evldenco was discovered.
At Woodward, deputy
commissioner. Four charges of violanf
Judd
office
the
Dewey, assistant tion of the food control hill were mado
United States district attorney In this
the company. Two of tho
said
It
Kdnhardt would ugaiust are
'was
city,
In connection with direct.
charges
v
probably be interned.,
y
another with Indirect
profiteering,
Up to the time this country entered
and
the fourth was a
profiteering
was
a member of
the war K'niliiirdt
technical
charge.
ot
the Tennis and Racquet club, one
the most exclusive organizations of
He represented
Back Buy society.
the Berlin Aniline Works, which controlled a large part of the business In
German dyes in this country. After
the declaration of war Mr. Kunhnrdt
resigned from the Tenuis nnd Racquet
club. He continued his consular work
for a time, representing Austria until
relations were severed,
Pa ii

FORMER CONSUL
ARRESTED

ENEMY ALIEN

ALLIES POUND AT
ENEMY LINES AND
ADVANCE 2 MILES
rev
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Paris, July 24. Highly important
gains by the Frenche and American
front "are
forces on the
reported hi the official statement of
the war offico tonight, In the center
of tho line an advance of nearly two
miles was made. , Desperate engagements were fought in the direction of
which vilEpieds and Trugny-Epied- s,
lages the Americans again recaptured
from the Germans, To the north of
n
line ut
Epieds the
Altine-Marn-

.

i

Franco-America-

now beyond Courpoil,

,

hb-pli-

oe-eu-
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(By Morning .lonrnul
Amsterdam, July 24. Germany has
made suggestions for a peace conference to the Spanish government, ays
the socialist Vorwaerts of Berlin. Th
'
, ,' vr
suggestions are:
First Germany wants no annexations or indemnities in the west..
The peaco treaties with
Socond
Russia and Kunmtiia may not b'j
questioned.
ThirdThe principle of
of peoples has not beef! discussed! but may be settled ut the peace
conference where the fate of Belgium
'
f
also is to bo settled.
Fourth Tlio Balkan question Is to
be settled arounJ the .conference
'i
table.
Fifth The freedoYn of the sens, .the
dismantling of Gibraltar and the Sue
canal and, the right of Germany to use
r
coaling stations.
Bixth The colonial question is to be
settled on tho basis of tho status quo.
The Vorwaerts considers this a very
'

fl

.

l
Leased Wire)
hiei ry little more than a week ago
'was accompanied W the fire of big
naval guns, shells from which fell ten
and fifteen miles behind the lins,
KptM-la-

I

'I

Bitter Fighting Range.

The bitterness of the battle around
Chateau-Thierrand along that portion of the north bank of the Marno
where the enemy still retains a foot-- :
ing probably is largely due to his de- termination to stave off
attacks from tho south at.
least until the big weapons have been ,
dragged back to safety. The American advance reported today through,
Chatelet forest and to the northeast
of Kpieds is beginning to menace ser-- .
iously enemy positions further east- - ,
ward on the Maine which are covers,
Ing his withdrawal within the salienU
H hn's been estimated that the Ger- - .
inaiiH now have as many as half a-- ,
million men in the limited salient they l
still hold. About forty divisions art,
understood to have been Identified,
there. The irregularly shaped pocket
Is about thirty miles broad at IU
bass, between Solssons and Rheims...
while its greatest depth Is- around,
twenty miles.
Should tho final rail connection;
northward eomo. under direct gun fire.
It ' .gar?od
.posslhli A yerltabla .
ivooM ri.suli as the massed forces
of the enemy could not all be gotten
away.
Reserves Drawn In. '
Apralsed at lis lowest probable
value, officers say, the counter strok
already has drawn in the enemy's
most vital necessity, his resorves. Hit
whole plan of rampuign has been
overtures In less than a week ond.
It Is regarded as more than probable
that the Initiative seized by General t
Fnch will remain In his hands perma- nently to be amplified into blows 8.'
i
other points.
statement foU
March's
General
lows:
"On Saturday I called your attention
to the importance of the railroad sys?
tern in the salient which was under
discussion us Influencing the position
of tho Germans south of the Marne,
and while I was talking the German
were actually withdrawing from that
salient across the Marne. O' r official
accounts indicate that he retreated
from this position protected by smoka
clouds, and continued his passage at
night across the stream as soon as the
lino of railroad which furnished, him
with supplies, food, etc., was apparently destined to fall Into our hands.
e
Pushed Back on
Front.
Along tho salient here, between the
Mar.no and Rheims, on the east flank
of the salient, the enemy has been
front for
pushed back over a
an average distance of one and onto
two miles. Thin has been done
half
by llrlt iuh, French and Italian troops',
through a very wooded country, and
over high ground, reaching up something like perhaps 500 feet above th
,

Franco-Americ-

"

Ten-Mit-

ten-mi-

Fourth Loan Drive
to Begin on Sept.
28, Ending Oct. 19
"RI
Tho
July 24.
Washington,
to
decided
treasury virtually has
hold the fourth Liberty Loan campaign in the three weeks' period
between Saturday, September 28
and Sunday, October 19.
iml MORNINO JOURNAL
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Kaiser is Willing
to Talk Peace, But
Wants to Keep Loot

,

:'

,

A summary of local weather conditions for the; twenty-fohours ended
at 6 p. m. yesterday follows:? Maximum temperature, 89 degrees; minimum," 59; range, 80S, temperature at
6 pi m., 81; south' wind; partly cloudy;
.24 precipitation.
.';,V' ,;.'

tVash,iurtni, July 24. Mailed Ger- man nwurvi'H are holding tho jaws of
the trap General Foch has Rprung (n
e
Din
region, in a dcujper- air enori lo estulMiM.1 Iheir lines with-u- l
the i i uslilnir of the forces with- drawing from the Chateau-Thierrand Ma lie salients.
Official reports to Uio war ilepurt-nt show the enemy lias lint a single
railway to get material rut of the
pocket Into which he has been forced.
The situation was graphically explained today by Ueneral March, chief
of staff, in a in Id week conference
with newspaper men. For the last two
das, General March wild, tlm employment of probably fifteen divisions of
'frch German reserves on the Soissons
Jaw of tho trap has practically steadied the line there. On the eastern Jaw
front the enemy has been crushed
back more than a mile and a half ou
a ten mile front, fiiil.nr imperiling
his whole position in the salient from
which he is endeavoring to extricate
his troops.
Allies Control ;:a.'u-oads
"Tho railroad nim;i;g from
to Chutouii-Tliicrr- y
now is either
In our hands or under our fire," General March said. "Tho only way in
which the enemy (:an get out now, or
gel supplies over a raft road is by the
remaining line from Nanteull on the
Ourcq to Buzoehes on the River Vesle.
"It Was necessary for him, if he did
not Intend to lie caught absolutely
In a pocket to keep troops from advancing and cutting off this road,
which would put him entirely at the
mercy of the' allied forces."
Home officers here are of tho opln-ir.- n
General 'Foch was rushing forward
musses of heavy artillery, which Willi
airplanes would pound the interior ot
the German positions from three sides.
I Inns
Fiieo Heavy lessen.
They say the very strength of the
German lines now established Will
make hfs losses great from the concentrated fire. Tho enemy forces
'a wedgo tho center of which is
less than fifteen miles distant from
the hard pressing lines of tho allies
at any point. All bin communication
lines are within gun range, once the
tho allied
"heavies- get up behind
lines."
Lacking railway lines on which to
Is
probably
maneuver, the enemy
making desperate efforts to get his
biggest guns away safely. Tho attackrailing lines are backed by circling
ways on which long range weapons
on railroad mounts can bo shuttled
back and forth at will. It. Is recalledthat the German attack on Chateau-

Kpoclul Leaned Wire)

reasonable

peace program.

Washington, July 24. In tho peace
Vorsuggestions which the Berlin
waerts declares tho Gorman government Is about to offer through tho
de.Spanish government officials here
tect the German di a'e to leave to a
round table conference the actual definition of peace terms.
Acting Secretary of State Folk,, said
the new terms seemed more favorable
to Germany than any mat had been
made hitherto. Germany's purpose to
retain tho spoils she has wrung from
Russia and Rumania, is directly at
President Wilson's
with
variance
declaration, seconded by Great Britain
of his firm Intention to stand behind
Russia.
It ,1s also noted that Vorwaerts la
the socialistic mouthpiece' and that It
would he Ilia last among the Oertnan
papers to learn the purpose of the
government In ordinary eondltiona

streams.

"Along the Marne itself, the Amer
leans and French have crossed tht
river at a number of points and not
hold villages to the north of tht
Marne.
"The response of the Germany to thr
e
of Foch
was ta
throw In at Solssons and south, of
a largo number of reserve division
which ho had not used In his advance
across tho Marne. Our belief is thai
ho threw in there fifteen divisions but
theadvance of the allies at that point
has been practically BteaIy for th
last two days ag far as our official
goes.
Allies Dominate Railway.
"Looking at- the large scale map,
the railroad running from Solsson to
. l.
.
Chato'in TKIupku hands or under our fire. The only
way in, which the enemy can get out
now, or get supplies over railroad, U
shown by the remaining line runnlnt
from Nanteuil
on the Ourcq to
Bazoches on the river Vesle. He may
have constructed "in addition tn that
in and along the valleys, small, tern
porary field railroads, military roads,
.which would be of advantage lit han
dling supplies, but his main line of re
treat must be long that main railroad.
That is the only way t- can' get oat
large material. It will be observed
that it was? necessary for him, If h
did not intend to be caught absolutely
in a pocket, to keep troops from ad
vanninir unit
ff iVtla wtajV
ittliir
which would put him entirely at tho
.
t
mercy of the allied fprcea,
,
"It: la very Interesting to note ltl
'

counter-offensiv-

-

--

connection with thia entire movement
tho similarity between tho Austria.
advance across the Plave. The enemj)
having once gotten! (titriltted to It,
ed furthH
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RlEuquerqua Morning Journal, Thursday, July 25, 1918
Children Give Her
S 111
PEOPLE FLEECED.
Pennies to Send
Her to France

LINER JUSTIC

A

!

SLAY AND ROB

10

DUTOFJUND S

SATISFY HUNGER
Trains Held Up, Guam's Killed
and Provisions Carried Off;
Discipline of Gorman Army

The joy of
quiet doors

0)
S

5

51

Is in Bad

IBT MOF.NINO

your door. . You can do it
scrcw-anve- r.
yourscii witn a
Then say good-b- y to door nuisances.
Tell us about the kind of door you particularly
wish to subdue, and we will show you the style
of Yale Door Closer that will do it.
It will close doors quickly, quietly and
i

They keep out cold drafts and swirls of dust.
Prevent
In heat saved and sickness prevented, thev pay
for themselves over and over again.
They take care of themselves, too; Con't get

out of order.

Raabe & Mauger
"I i

'I

North I list.
Hardware We Have It."
17

1.1-- 1

lis

AZTEC FUEL CO.

s

Jewett

i

'

Fire

Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.

Phone

1

251

bringing up of supplies; difficult anJ
liis retreat still more difficult, :iml ir
the instance of the eon titer offensive,
the storm, of which you h:ivcsrfnd,
concealed the movement of our tanks
and made thd enemy practically unaware of what was going on. It scorns
that the Lord has (rotten tired of
partnership of Ma and Oott.
Extent of h'ciieiiiy Losses.
"The total area in the Mai ne salient
loEt by the enemy during the past week
is about equal to the area guincd hy
him in the drive in Flanders lust
April.
"The Bmall attack hy the Kronen, alluded to in their communique, us a
local affair north of Mould id ier, is not
an essential Importance, wit ii reference
to the entire fame, hut It keep's tin
Germans guessing just the same.
e
"During this entire
the Amsterdam divisions which
have told you ahout before have been
constantly engaged and wen; still engaged at our. last official accounts.
"With reference to the Americar
program, I have directed to he organwountef-offen-Siv-

ized in the United .States six new divisions in the month of July. These six
divisions will be organru.1 at Campr
Uevens, Meade,
Sherian, Custer
Funston and I. wis, ami will he numerically designated from nine up to
fourteen. In the organization of these
divisions, we Intend to use as a nucleus in each one of them two regular
regiments still left in the. Unite
States guarding utilities, quietly 'replacing them during the last month or
two hy home guards. These regiments
are now moving, :nto the designated
camps as the national army moves out
and the divisions will be an Increase,
to the American forces. The remaining elements of these divisions will be
formed by national army drafted men.
."One of thB correspondents has
asked if I can tell what the twenty-eightdivision Is doing. I will state
that the present location of that division Is unknown, but of course in an offensive like that wheru everybody Is
fighting the commanding general uses
the American troops, with the French
wherever he needs to."
,
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LA6ED WIHEj

Till? ARMY.
Washington, July 24. The
casualty list today shows:

army

Killed in action 20; died of wounds
14; died of disease 17; died of accident and other causes !j; died of airplane accident, 2; wounded severely
4S; missing 1; prisoners 1. Total 108.

The list:

Killed in Action.
William P. Fitzgerald,
Worchester,
Frederick It.
Mass.;
Kirth, Toledo; William C. Orr, Jr.,
Philadelphia; Sergeants George F.
llunsaker, Dawson Springs, fcy.; Privates Irf-- Hell, Chicago; .Raymond
KlackweJI,
Va.; Charles
Charles
Crames, New York City;
Gleinzer, Chicago; Herald It. Harp,
Joilet, Ills.; Joseph F. Kennedy,
Pa.; .Joseph .Meyer, Belleville,
Ills.; Tim Morlurcy, St. Louis; James
Papovasilupulois,
George
Chicago;
li. Hahl, llrooklyn, Starling E. RowHerman A.
land, Warren, Iowa;
Schmidt, Fast St. Louis; Marshall C.
Smith, Morganton, N. C; Clayton
Sornervllle, Raleigh, N. 1).; Carl J.
Te.unones, East Chicago, Ind.; Ernest
F. Watt, Warren, l'a.
V
llcd of Wound.
Sergeant Fail A. Finley, Stoelton,
Pa.; Privates llcrnurd Albert, New
York; John Plasms,
Jr., Chicago;
Harold Boswell, Chicago; William
Hudzynskl, South Rend, Ind.; Helge
Dale, Orandview, Wash.; Wilford Degree, Stewart, Minn.; Lrving II. Graham, Greensboro, Ala.; Charlie Guhs-burStaunton, Ills.; Frank W. llellk-soHeughton, Mich.; Frank M. King,
Depew, N. Y. Alfred K. Lyng, Chicago; Dominiek Obcrto, Springvalley,
Ills.; Joseph Hell, Wathena, Kans.
Died of Disease.
Sergeant John R. Rueder, Tipton,
la.; Mechanic John It. Veary, Merced,
Calil; Bugler Frank F. Prendie, Philadelphia; Privates llarley W. Bragg.
Cedar Gap, Mo.; Eddie Rurton,
Hrldgeboro, Gti.; William Conhin, Anaconda. Mont:; Alius A. Cox, White
Sulphur Springs, Mont.; Morris J.
Deland, Philadelphia; Henry A. Hill,
.Oowgill, Mo.; Harrison Johnson, New
Orleans; Harry E. Lean, Klki Fort
Gates, N. D.; John J. McEvery, Detroit; Domlnlcx J. Marrcn, New York:
Eugene J. Reilly, Jr., East Orange, N.
J.; Thomas Hodvanskl, Chicago; Herbert G. Spencer, Ashluud, Ore.; Paul
E. William
Bakersfield, Calif.
Died of Airplane Accidents.
Lieutenant Casper M. Kiulland,
Buffalo; Sergeant James C. Moslier,
San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Died From Accident and Other Causes.
Lieutenant Edgar A. Fisher, Oriska,
N. D.; Sergeant Ralph E. Hnrliker,
Allenton, Ph.; Privates Lester E. Kettering, Washington, D. C; Charles. S.
Moon, South Rend. Ind.; Luteins D,
Poyner, Norfolk, Va.

lieutenants

e

Cat-asqu- a,

g,

Paris, July 24. Prince Christopher,
brother of former King Constant! ne of
Greece, is .reported to be about to
marry a very rich American woman
who now Is in "Switzerland, according
to a Geneva dispatch to the Temps.
The dispatch says that the former
king, who now la financially embar- A RECORD FOR RAPID
rassed, counts upon this marriage to
MOVEMENT OF TROOPS
obtain means for financing a campaign for the restoration of his throne.
iV MORNlN JOURNAL RRICIAL LEABEO WtREl
The Temps .correspondent says that
Constantino Is, therefore, working
Washington, July 24. A record for
earnestly to bring the marriage about rapid troop movement was establish
and that his brother-ln-luw- ,
the Ger- ed at. a training camp on July 1 when
nineteen train with 220 coaches car
man emperor, supports the plan.
ried" 10,320 soldiers from the camp
between 3 o'clock and 9 o'clock over
two railroads.
The former record for ramp evacuation by rail, the nail road administration reported today, was seven
trains leaving in one day carrying
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Alexia Romanoff is Dead.
Amsterdam, July 24. Alexis Ro
manoff, the former heir apparent to
the Russian throne, died from exposure a few days after his father, the
former emporor was executed, says a
dispatch from Moscow to the Berlin
Lokal Anzleger,
:
mU.-,,
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Washington,
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When tho childn n f the art claaj
of Airs. Julia II.
n of
Hartford,
Conn., learned she u tiled to go to
h'rance for the V. M. ( A. they began
to i.ciiei I pennies tl y saved from
In a short while they had
ca.:idy.
f!H, which tficy g.iv her to help her
on l.cr way.
.

that during bis

he had been

Iria

ticed into testiryir.i:
himself.
which was tnieon.:iiitiiiional. Ciovernor
I:. J.lndsey sicni d the reprieve ordf r Just before Ii a nig
mta 1'e for
Silver City on business.
Sheriff Felipe l.ueero of I.us Cruees
had already arrived here with several
guards to take the condemned man
back to Ijis Cruees for the execution.
Thev were informed of the reprieve
and left this aflernoon
for their
homes.
According to evidence used against
Klarr, he and several other prisoners
in a Jail at Deming escaped.
They
were pursued by a. posse, led by Sheriff .Stevens. Stevens is said to .have
approached tho fugitives and to have
engaged them in a revolver battle
during which he was slain. Then the
men surrendered. The shooting occurred February 20, 1UI7.
.

Woolwich Arsenal

Workers Denounce
Coventry Strikers

July

L

EAftln

uation

of tin;

operations."

'

STARR GRANTED

REPRIEVE

London, July 21. The Woolalaenal workers held a meeting today, after which they telegraphed the Coventry munitions
workers as follows:
"Hlrike now and' you will earn
the blessings of the kaiser and
his army of murderers. But you
will' earn the lasting condemna-lio- n
of all those who are fighting
and working In the allied halions
to gain real freedom for civilization.
"We warn you seriously If you
persist in striking that this government owes it, to your brave
brothers, who are fighting the
Cermans with their lives' blood
while you nre'fightlng with words
and full bellies, that you he
put In the front of tho
firing hie and that your leaders
'
should be shot.
"St like, and you may go to
hell.
Woolwich 'will remain at
work Mid earn the right to shake
tin' hand of the Soulier when he
''
returns."

'

IMPORTANT GAINS MADE
BY ALLIES ALONG S0IS- S0NS-RHEIM-

SALIENT

S

from

Pare

Onn.)

cmnon and nnclilne guns nnd
considerable war materials.
In he region between tho Marne
and Kheinis, where tho Oerman crown
luinee b;ls brought
forward large
numbers 0f picked reinforcements, his
warriors arc meeting with hard usage.
Following up the advances of the
I' rem it and
Italians of Tuesday the
British immediately to the southwest
of Kheinis apparently have begun a
movement which possibly
portend;
good results.
Here tbe Britten have overcome
a strong counter-attac- k
ond, following
it, a violent bombardment nnd struck
tho Cernian line at Vrlgny for a good-

Mier of

ly gain. This, maneuver, if It Is" pressed to further advantage, will seriously menace tho Rhelms-Fisme- s
railway, a scant three miles to the north,

and also win tend materially to lessen
the width of the mouth of the pocket
through which the GermnnS are endeavoring to retreat from tho

I

salient.

Gauged by the war maps, the new
Inroads of the allied troops into the
Oernian-heh- l
territory necessarily add
further to the extreme gravity of the
Ritual ion of the Germans inside tho
HE MAY
huge pocket and with the long range
guns on both aides of the IT heavily
shollinK them far behind the "Sctual
fighting fronts, with airmen bombing
eiflPATCtt to wowNiNa jounnau
them assiduously, nnd with the inSanta' Ke, July 24. J. v' O, Htarr,
attacking them on all sides
convicted of murder, who was to have fantry
with rifle nnd light gurt fire their sitbeen hung Friday in Lag Cruees for uation
seemingly Is a hazardous one.
the shooting of Sheriff Stevens of
Luna county, was granted a reprieve
Two Shades Brown Slioes.
late this afternoon. Tho new date set
manuWashington, 'July
for the execution was August 23,
facturers wore aked today bv the war
Starr asked an apppal to tho de Industries board to confine shades, of
partment of justice at Washington, brown kIiop9 to two colorar medium
'
on constitutional grounds. He claimed and dark.

APPEA

'.

BY

Propaganda
educating the public to the value of
Liberty Honda us Investments also has
served to aid the flotation of many
times more wildcat securities than in
peace times. This was asserted today
by Louis K. Franklin, director of Liberty Loan organization for the treasury, at a conference of government
agencies and ther organizations, called
by the capital issues committee to
consider means of suppressing highly
speculative promotion and development enterprises during the war.
Cther speakers said the sale of wildcat stocks and bonds has increased
many fold within the last year, owing
to high wages and the willingness of
promoters to take Liberty lionds In
A nation-wid- e
payment.
system of
form of fraud was
minimizing
of the
arranged, with the
American Hankers' association, Investment Bankers' association, United,
States Chamber of Commerce, Associated Advertising clubs and govern.
ment departments.
Promoters Taught S'cvv Lessons.
Mr. Franklin said the success of
Liberty Loan campaigns had taught
promoters new lessons in the marketThese men
ing of their becttrities.
had virtually thrown away their old
"sucker lists," be said, anil solicited
thousands of wacc earners with the.!
plea that government requirements
for oil, coal and other products demanded that patriotic citizens loan
money for development of new wells,
mines or factories.
0 and !I0 per cent of
Between
fraudulent securities now beyig marketed- are given in exchange for Liberty Bonds, .wich are sold by the
promoters, said Mr.' Franklin.
Between $250,000,000 and $500,000,-00if fraudulent securities not passed
on by the capital issues committee
and not recognized by organized investment bankers, have been marketn
the lusl
ed In the United
year, Paid Itichard Alorse, representing the Investment Bankers" association. This sum is lost both to the individual purchasers and to the government, he explained.
0
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Let the young folks
dance on your iloors,
if they're finished with
Harrisons
Vitrolac Varnish

WINEI

2.

Tbe White Star
liner Justicla has been sunk.
The Ju'sticia carried a crew of between GOO and 700. Eleven nienihcrs of
the crew are dead. The boat, says a
Belfast dispatch today, was sunk off
the north Irish coast on Saturday
morning Inst. '
The news of tho sinking was announced by the Belfast Evening Telegraph. The liner' was torpedoed, the
newspaper states.
tine of the crow of the Justleia Is
(pioted as asserting that ten torpedoes
were discharged at the ship. Four of
the approaching missiles, ho added,
were exploded by gun fire from the
ship.
The Belfast Telegraph says that land
had just been lost sight of when a
terrific explosion shook the .lusticia.
The crew was speedily mustered on
deck but It was soon ascertained that
the damage was so trivial that the
liner would remain afloat for a suffi
cient period to enable her to be towed
to port.
A tug pulled along side the liner for
this purpose when two more torpedoes
were fired by a stibmcrine which had
not been sighted. These missiles passed between the liner and the tug.
Further attempts were made to torpedo the Justicia during Friday night
but alii failed aim it was not until
Saturday morning and after the submarine had expended nunicroim tor- pedors that the destruction of Hie ship
was accomplished.
The final attempt was made at S
o'clock on .Saturday morning when
two torpedoes bit the ship.
One
struck the engine room causing a vio- h nt explosion nnd the other pene(rated a forehold.
Tin- Hncr was in tow at the time.
and as she did not sink until 2 o'clock
in the afternoon there was
plenty of
time to transfer the crow to rescuing
ships.
London, July

For FIoor3

The cUit ht of the dance
will he greater because, of"
your floors, and the
remarks will
more than rep:ty you for
ry

your forethought.
Then you will be pleased
with rugs and a varnished
floor ar, a change from carpet and matting. Winn
may we talk over the derails with you F
'

FOR SALE BY
J. K0RBER & CO.
'

SIXKIf." FOLLOWS

bered about

TO DECEIVE ALLIES
IBY

EL RITO NORMAL
BOARD MEETS TO

CONSIDER FUTURE

Sll!

Irish Port, July 24, (by the Associated Press.)
Four hundred of the
crew of the torpedoed liner Justicia
They report

that the liner was sunk after a
light with submarines.

ino passengers were lost and only
ten or the crew were killed. The first
impeiio struck the cnglno room nnd
uie Finp men stopped. Several other
torpedoes were fired but only two of
the missiles wero effective.
ine story of tho fight between the
and the Justicia
ir it could ho told, would make one of
the finest stories of the annals of
t.erman-submarin-

MORNINa JOURNAl SPECIAL IEAI1ED WIRE)

London, .July 21. Tricky Herman
commanders have conceived a
new plan (resigned to deceive crews of
the allied submarine destroyers in the
game, of hide, and seek in Murnpean
waleis. When a depth bomb Is discharged and does not cripple or destroy the Herman undersea boat, as
some times happens a quantity of oil
is
by some device of the submersible and quickly rise3 to tho
water's surface.
Tho hope of the German
captain is that the commander of the
destroyer will see the oil, believe that
the submarine has been wrecked and
drop no more depth charges. Meantime, the German is endeaving to escape.
American and r.rltish commanders
of destroyers and submarine chasers
discovered the scheme of the Germans
some time ago and slnco then have
been dropping depth bombs In greater
numbers .than previously, using t he oil
an a guide to (lie general location of
their target,
"Oil camouflage"-thAmerican ami
Rritith navy men call this latest German submarine trick.

An

have been landed here.

.",00.

HUN SUB CREWS TRY

II

21-H-

II VITIF! WITH CiFKMA.V

" lbiiiiior(iio's Ills
Hardware Store"
I'lioiieAI78.
22(1 Nortif Second

to an American port after delivering
a large contingent of American troops,
it was learntd bore. The Justicia had
a troop carrying capacity of between
7,000 and 8,000 men. Her crew num-

State-withi-

wich

'

The pillaging in the back areas, of
which van lioehm complains, appears
to have become widespread. Kecent
orders issued by the commanders, of
the eighteenth and second armies, opposite tlie liritish, have revealed excesses which seem almost incrdible,
considering that the Herman military
machine has been notorious for its
Iron discipline. Trains have been held
up and guards killed and provisions
carried away by ug3 of desperate
soldiers intent upon satisfying their
hunger, even if they are shot for It.
Front Line Men Well Fed.
As a rule the troops in tho front line
ure w.ell fed and prisoners recently
taken corroborate this, but in order
to supply them with adequate provisions, the rations of the diyjafona resting or training in tho back areas are
cut down to a minimum 'and the
amount doled out to each man today
is not sufficient to satisfy his normal
needs.
All the orders issued on the decadence of disciplino have been couched
in curiously mild language, being in
effect more of an appeal than a threat,
ii". though tho higher command real
ized that the men were in o dangerous
mood and disinclined to submit to se
vere punishment.

TORPEDOED.

VIRi;

2.

I

.
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Educating Public to Value of White Star Vessel, Bound for
Liberty Bonds as Investment
an American Port Is Sunk
Causes Fraudulent Schemes
Off North Irish Coast; Ten
to Wax and Grow Fat,
of the Crew Killed.

Way,

With the llii'.i.'h Army in Prance,
Tuesday, July 23 l.y lie' Associated
Press:). Tiie claim of (he C.erman
higher command that the retirement
on the Marne is f.:iil of a hi4 program
is given the he by an order uf Cm-ervon i'.oehtn, ennim;unlcr of the
seventh army.
The feveiilli army bus borne the
full vci.",h; of the Poch counter offensive on llie west ;uid its divisions
suffered heavily at
around Si-.the hands of the Americans, wliile
those east of 'haicn
were'
thrown bae( aTn:-- the Marne by the
pressure of the
For this reason the order of den-ervon Itoehni, written a month
prior to Hi" beginning of the battle,
Ho deis uf itinnstial' significance.
plores the hicii of ili'sciplliie which resulted in the pillaging of stores in the
back areas dining the advance in
May, when all edible booty found in
the wake of the retreating French
speedily vanished, instead of being
distributed among Ihc hungry troops
in due proportion.
Tile order continues:
"It is ncoess..r. In depart from the
beaten truck, which has been followed hi the utilization of material and
pro1, if.ieiiK and stores from the occuHopes of the utilizapied tdiilory.
tion of captured food as rations and
Hip distribution of a fired portion of
the provision.! to the fighting troops
Iiiiw proved to be fallacious owing to
the fact that tin- troops have taken
these provisions iheniscrtres and eaten
them, without treating them as a part
of the authorized scale of rations.
Some Lived in Abundance.
"In tills way some units, which have
chanced to have the opportunity to
capture booty of this description, have
lived in abundance, while others are
Further it lias
suffering privations.
not even been the troops in the front
line to whom this more abundant supply uf food has fallen, but second line
troops, train echelons and especially
beulrayglers who aro roaming about
hind the army.
"It has even happened that men
authority
have taken food without
and by force from the stores in the
military occupation and administration and, I regret to say, some officers have not been ashamed to inter-fer- e
with the guard in the execution
of their duty and to insult the official!)
to whose cluirge the provisions were
entrusted. It appears to he necessary
for the supply officials to follow the
first line troops as closely as poss::ilo
and to he accompanied thy escorts of
cavalry or police, so hat. Important
stores and depots; mav at least be administered by them with as litUer delay as possible.
Syslcm of F.xploitritlon.
"If our progress results in the occupation of a new area this must be
explaced under a regular system of
ploitation as soon as possible. Order
must be maintained In the villages by
sentries and patrols. The troops must
from
be prevented and prohibited
niakiiuc requisitions in the fields nnd
taking the crops. The people at home
ure so short of all provisions necessary to life that enough cart never be
done to diminish the amount which
they have to supply to the army in
the field.
"Rapid and prompt seizure and
economic use of provisions may prove
of capital importance) for the contin-

IICAT
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warfare,
l.oinmg which nan occurred gives
2M) i;'voliillO!i!sts Shot.
cause for misgivings
.'SPECIAL CORRtSPONOINCK TO MORNING IOUIINALI
over the submarine war. The defensive
Amsterdam, July 21. Up to July 19
.Santa Fe, July 24. At a meeting of methods showed
moro than 200 social revolutionists of
up, to excellent adn
the board of regents of the
vantage and indicate that the entente the left had been shot by the Holsho-vinormal school at Fl Hito naval forces can
for participation in the assassinaalways be counted on
held in the office of the governor at to make the
tion of Anmbassador von Mirhnch and
nemy
foi
pay
dearly
Santa Fe yesterday it is understood
in the counter revolution, the Herman
every attempt he makes.
important measures touching upon
has been Informed
charge nt
the question of the actual future of sfo.ni i.Aiira:
by Foreign Minister Tchitcherin, says
stf.vmf.k
the school we're disposed of.' The norl'l;STI!OYF.I
KING WAR a dispatch from L5erlin.
n.ivy men any

Spanish-America-

ki

i

Mot-co-

mal, which

was established

ll

by the

New York, July 24. The Justicia
with her grors tonnage of about 3,1,000
tons, was tho .second largo steamer
sunk during tho war. The Uriltanie, a
While St ir liner of 4.1,000 gross tonsj
waM sunk In the Aegan sea in November,
On her last trip from an Atlantic
Mexico, but, to tho minds of tho Board
of regents and educators of the stato port the Justicia was commanded by
generally who are familiar with the Huptain A. M. s. Hambleton, and
situation there and with the purposes
nearly 10,000 troops, consideiajily
the school was established to serve, In excess of her rated capacity and o
there Is yet a question whether it Is I'i.OOo ton cargo, jshe was a triple
getting the Riipport from the people screw turbine driven vessel capable oi
it was built to serve that will justify eighteen knots and had n double bottom fore and i)ft, with all water tight
Its future existence.
It is understood
that Governor bulkheads extending up to the bridge
deck. The uhlp had nine steel deck
f.indHcy strongly epporcj ;iny suggest
ion that there should be an abandon- and three funnels.
ment or a consolidation, oven if that
if-ksfwas liirrntxixti
Were legally possible, but he believes
TO AV A.UFjHICAN PORT
that wit It the program of beautifying
tho surroundings' and enlarging the
New York, July 24. The Justicia,
plant at Kl ttito,: it can lie made serve
reported sunk, apparently somewhere
n
the
teachcis in off
the coast of Ireland, was returning
training. President Hill has presented
an elaborate report in which ho says
there is a' "bright side" to tho future
as well as a dark one. Tho board of
regents candidly express themselves
In a resolution .that the location ol
the school is unfortunate from a geographic standpoint and that this is the
JMi
greatest handicap' the school has to
overcome. It is admitted however,
that it is impractical to entertain the
idea of a removal at this time, if at
nil. There are legal, political and sor
cial questions involved in any remov'
'
al scheme.
It Is estimated that It costs the
state on an average over J300 for each
1909

legislature and which has since
received land grants confirmed by
congress and substantial stato ail,
has made material progress tho lust
year under tho now administration
of President Koscoe it. Hill, who was
taken from the University of New

Lemon Juice
For Freckles

10.

C'lrls!
Make beauty lotion at
home for a few cents.
Try It!

car-ric- d

i,

Spanish-America-

Squeeze tho Julco of two lemons Into
a bottle containing three ounces of
orchard white, shako well, and you
have a quarter nlnt of the best f reek In
and tun lotion, and complexion beau- uuer, at very, very small cost.
Your grocer has the lemonn anil anv
drug store or tollqt counter) will supply
three ounces of orchard whita for a
few cents. Massage this sweetly fragrant lotion Into the face, neck, ixTtnl
and ha nils each day and see how
freckles and blemishes disappear and
how clear, soft anj white tho skin be- comes. Yes! It Is harmless.

j

Jborit endure thai'
udif rash!

nt

student

0"

who, attends

there, for a half term, or $600 for a
lull term. "The state la paying tliU
ond Is a cheerful philanthropist In
the giving too," said a member of thp
n
board,.,"but yet many of the
boys and, girls, to who:n tno
Biuiooj is uvaiiauie cannot be mudo to
see it that way."
At the meeting. President Hill was
chosen for the coming year, and the
following were also named ns faculty
members: Delfido Cordova, Mrs. W.
A. Ballshogo ond Miss Rose Arnold.
The members attending the board
meeting with the governor were: A.
kin that is rough, reddened,
A
I, lienchan of santa Fe, T. J. Mabry
blutched or disfigured by eczema,1 sore
of Albuquerque, Joso Montannr of
Taos, and J. M.. Chaea of Tierrfv; 'pots, or other eruptions, needs at
- "s
.
tention.
Amanita.
Let, Resinof Ointrnent help you to
j
Hoth nddlng and subtracting &m bo
get rid of these annoying, unsightly
dom with ft new calculutlns machine
affections of the skin. .
Vn
that
aboutiUie. teize of, U. watch and
can ba carried in a vent pocket
Spanish-America-

does wonders for sick skins

-

Kesiiwl Ointment contains medicinal agents that fact directly upon the
skin, hedl its hurts arid help it to keep
;
healthy and attractive.'v: Reainol
fyap aids and quickens the'
action of Reiinot Ointment.
'
".
Jll all lUtbruZ
.

.

.
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The pool room is the most damnable
of a man in the army? Yes. Uncle Sam
men doing this are physically fit.
"You will say do we want that kind
of a man in tho army? Yes. ITncle
has a system of putting that fellow
BY
through in a way that will make a
man of him. Uncle Sam has some
thing better than a cue with which
men may become crack shots,
I'las.-c- s
of Slackers.
SUNDAY
"There are four classes of slackers,"
he said, "or rather there are four
classes of beings in men's ctlohing.
First, there are those who claim exon imaginary dependents.
Lecturer Here on Recruiting emption
Second , there is tho man who lies
Mission Proves To Be For- about his age in order to lie exempted.
Third, there are the pool players and
mer Vaudeville Man; Opens lastly there are those men who are
unfit to breathe the same air that we
His Program by Singing.
do. You say, can the government do
anything with these men. Yes the
government can do something with
school
to
the
Those who went
high
them.
lecto
hear
the
auditorium last night
The speaker then touched upon tho
ture of Private John H. Dale of the men who
suddenly became farmers
m
district
eouthwcstcrn recruiting
he said, whether a
"What Constitutes a Shirker," were and didn't know,
potato gre on a tree or a bush. The
not disappointed.
They heard a soloat the man also who was marist as well as lecturer. Although scoifeil
the auditorium was not filled to ca- ried since America went into the war
used his wife us an excuse to
pacity there was an enthusiastic au- and then
keep out. Tho man, he said, who says
dience present.
is ready to go when his country
Trivate Dale, formerly a singer in he
calls him is a bonafide liar. His counVaudeville, opened the evening
try has been calling, he added.
by singing "As Washington
"It is just as honorable," he continCrossed the Delaware, General
g
ued, "to be selected for service as it is
Will Cross the Rhine,"
in France Is Daddy" and "rio to volunteer. Tho only case when the
selected man is dishonorable is hen
Long, Mother."
voHis singinfj was loudly applauded he has been given the chance to
lunteer
for
and
the
intscad
waits
and really served as a feature of the draft."
program. Miss Blanche Tortc-- f ield
Will Siirak' Sunday.
acted as accompanist.
The speaker then took a moment to
Private Dale opened his addres? hy
tho jitney drivers. He is a man
referring to the liberal way the Albu- rap
who gives his country the bast and
querque district, which includes the takes
tho most, including gasoline and
four
had
counties,
surrounding
contributed recruits, mentioning the man power. If he is a sick man or a
fact that for a lime the district led man with a family, he added, he glorall other southwestern districts
He ied in his work, but if ho was physicadded, however, that the enlistments ally fit as some he said he had seen in
In the district had fallen of. !n the Albuquerque and had no one dependent upon him, h eshould l.o driving an
last thirty days.
"When there 5s work to bo done." ambulance in "ire. Man's Land" or n
he said, "he had learned that in Albusupply truck.
"Tho man between 21 and 31 is not
querque there was only a sm i'l j or
cent of the people that did it. If a a slacker," ho said, "but- a fool,
the government will enlist him
little crowd can do so much a large
crowd can do more. Tho purpoi
is any., way, Tho man who is a Blacker
is the tellow IS, l and 2'K In other
to get the people to combine.'
ine speaker said he held tho wo- words, he Is the man either above or
men just as responsible for their part below the draft age."
In closing lie paid a tril-utin tho war as he did the men. It is
to the
lust as much the duty of the woman, Red Cross, Y. M. ('. A.t Salvation
be said, to sew for the Red Crosi as Army, "and other war organizations.
It is for tho man to take the gun.
Trivate Dale spoke with a patriotic
Scorns pool Players.
.fervor that brought applause several
The speaker dealt a stinging blew times during bis lecture. At intervals
to the pool players and scorned the he took time to be humorous and
way in which they idled at a time brought ripples of laughter frnni. hie
when American soldiers were facing heaters. He was introduced by the
death on the battle field.
Rev. A. M. Knudsen. TheRev. f ),
"Pomo of tho men who should be I'.eckman gave tho prayer in opening
here tonight," he said, "are In the poo! and the Rev. Hugh Cooper the beneballs and Saturday night they will lie diction.
there too or in some dance hall. Men
Privato Dale will give his second
or women who can dance or play pool lecture at the high school
auditorium
in a crisis like this have very li'tle on Sunday night at ti o'clock. Members of
their minds. How can anyone go to a the ministerial alliance havo decided
dance at a l;mo like this? I set
to dispenso. with regular church sermuch pleasure, too, in rolling a few vices
Sunday evening in order to give
balls around a tablo and into a nock.d all a chance
to hear him.
as rolling a peanut up a public street.
'Kirk and Wounded Return.
Washington, July 24. The surgeon
WOMAN'S DANGER PERIOD general today announced that during
the week ending July 19, 100 sick and
wounded of tho American expeditionThe period between forty-fiv- o
and
forces were brought to the Unififty-fiv- e
years of age is' said to be a ary
ted States for treatment and physical
crisis Or danger tieriod in a wom.n
life which tests her for bet- fitness to reconstruction at army hospitals.
continue in the rare. It is then that
she suiters from such annoying sinyp-toni- s
Naturalists declare that fiwTi make
as
nervousness
love to tho partners of their choice
headaches, "the blues," or dread of practically in the same way that
Impending evil, or some dormant dis
coo and bow to their mates.
ease in the system becomes active
When a woman is passing through
The scrap and waste of tho marble
this crisis there is one tried and true
quarries at Rutland, Vt., is now made
remedy, Lydiu K. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound, which after forty up into quicklime, bydrated lime and
years of success is now considered the agricultural lime.
standard remedy for woman's
Club.
Join tho "Two-Bit- "

SUCKER DEFINED
PRIVATE
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pro-cra-

For-shin-
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German Spy System Exposed!
Herman Bernstein, author of the famous "Willy-kicky- "
letters, and who has just returned from a six months'
vestigating trip in Russia for the New York Herald,
poses the
SYSTEM OF GERMAN ESPIONAGE

inex-

IN RUSSIA AND ELSEWHERE

The series of articles tells, among other 'things, how Germany sought to dominate the world through her spies,
who worked hand in hand with the German foreign office.
CHAPTER I.

.

;

The Kaiser's statement in his own handwriting, showing his ambition to rule the world The Problems of Esand the Surprises of German
pionage
Espionage.
m
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Not Accused of Wrong Doing
in Connection. Willi Con-- 1
tracts for Raincoats, War;

Department Announces- I

MOftNIN

JOURNAL SPtfCIAL I

t AftEU

Washington,
July 21. A formal
statement from tho war department

today denounced as etvtirely unfounded any inferences tending to involve
army officers in accusations of wron.;
doing in connection with t lip contracts
for army raincoats.
The statement
follows:
"Robert .1, Thome, assistant to the
acting quartermaster general, after a
preliminary Investigation in regard tc
the raincoat inspection
scandal In
New Yorlc, states than any suspicion
of tho integrity of the anny officer.'
is apparently without a shred of evidence to substantiate the statements
Tho entire situation has been greatly
magnified to the extent that a grnvt
Injustice is being done to the reputation of the army officers.
"It is impossible lo meet the emergency of suddenly equipping the arm
without a few stmrudic instances of
dishonesty coming to the surface, but
it is an outrage to have such Instance!
magnified inln on unjust accusation
of anny officers; hut unfortunately
the Integrity of the armv officers is so
well understood bv the general public
that very few people give any credence to these unfounded accusations
"The Investigation of the rajnco.it
inspection system was made at the Instigation of the quartermaster corps
which realized that with thousands nt
new
civilian
inspectors obtained
through the civil service commission,
here anil there a dishonest one would
lo taken on. It is firmly believed by
the department that (be final inspection conducted at the department will
detect all raincoats not properly fab-

CHAPTER HI.
The Press and German Espionage
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STOCK OF IIARTMANN WARDROBE

ON OUR
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GUARANTEE CLOTHING COMPANY
TRUNKS, BAGS arid SUIT CASES
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FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS

Just Once! Try Dodson's Liver Tone!
Take No Calomel! Listen To Me!

li

.

,

it

?

headachy or sick, I guarantee
relief without taking dangerous calomel
which sickens and salivates.

If bilious, constipated,

Y

, '

H

v

ricated."

Only l"'w Under Suspicion,
Department of justice offloials In
announcing the discovery of frauds
In connection with raincoat production indicated that only a few army

fi MMJ1i
HI
m

ware under suspicion of irregular conduct with contractors.
did not imoly corruption
They
among any large proportion of army
officers, most of whom, it was recognized, have demonstrated their honesty. Most inspectors involved in th"
corruption disclosed by the depart
ment of justice in New York arc
civilians.
officers

II

' "

'

,

;

y?

j

f-

,"

,

v
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WAY TO ALBUQUERQUE

Flop using calomel! It makes you
sick. Don't loso a day s work. If you
feel lazy, sluggish, bi'ious or constipated, listen to me!
Calomel' Is mercury or quicksilvei
which causes necrosis of tho bones
Calomel, when it comes into contact
with sour bile, crashes into it, break-im- ,
if nr. This Is when von feel that
If you
awful nausea and cramping.
are "all knocked out," ir your nver is
or
you
bowels
and
constipated
torpid
coated
have
headache, In dizziness,
stomach
hart
or
nn.,.A If
sour, just try a spoonful of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone.
Here's my guarantee Do to any
of Dodson's
drug store nnd got a bottlo
Liver Tone for. a few cents. Tako a

4

-
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NEW CONGREGATIONAL
MINISTER IS ON HIS

1

'r

i

-

i

-

incut figure In support of Mr.
in "I'.roadway Hill" arid "The
Landloper," plays Dr. Dinger, an eccentric brain specialist, while Stanton
Heel;, who was also seen in "1 roadway .Hill" and "The Landloper," impersonates an Knglish nobleman of
the cartoon variety.
Peggy Provost, as Phyllis, one of
the leaders nt rt"School of fine arts,
and Harry fie Hoy, in the role o(
Wmithers, an unusual
round out the cast.
Lock-woo-

D. Orion of
The Rev. Rlchford
Oleneoe, Minn., who has been engaged
of the Congregattnn-n- l
to become-pastochurch here the first Sunday in
August, is on his way to Albuquerque
accord'nE to word reeveived yesterday
by John Seth, treasurer of the church.
n
He Is' being accompanied by Mrs.
and daughter. An item appearing
in a Clemoe paper of hist week, says:
"Rev. utchford I. orton, pastor of
will
church,
the Congregational
preach his farewell sermon mxt Sunday morning. He has accepted a
rail from tho Onngrcgal ional church
at Albuquerque, X. M and will leave
for his new field of endeavor with his
wife and daughter next week. His
resignation as pastor of the local
church and his removal from this
community is sincerely regretted, not
only by his parishioners, but by peo
ple generally. In fact, his leaving is
regarded as a significant loss.
"Rev. Orton has occupied tho Congregational pulipt for practically three
years, and his success in his minister
ial field is brillantly revealed by the
of llii?
fact that the membership
church has doubled during that pe
riod.
His activities, however, hve
not been confined solely to church cir
cles. He has taken great interest and
an active part in everything in a civic
way that has tended toward the advancement of C.lcncoe.
"Since the outbreak of the war,
U'V. Orton influence in the cause of
He
America has been far reaching.
has been a fearless exponent of freel,
dom, liberty unl justice in his
nnd he has been a prominent
member of tho Oleneoe Loyal Service
league' which has done so much In
this community, in support of the
government in its righteous cause.
Rev. Orton's speeches on the public
plutform In this and surrounding
towns
during Liberty Loan, Red
Cross and War Savings Stufups campaigns have been appeals that Jiave
served to bring the sense of duty to
hearers and his farewell addresses delivered to draft quotas have had the
ring of true patriotism.
"Rev. Orton Is a man who, as the
sTytng goes, "wears well." His popularity as n minister and citizen Increases with his length of residence
'Wo carries a smile
In a community.
en.ioyf) a joko ,is Interested In clean
sport, and is a 'mixer' with men,
And his qualifications for and his effi
ciency in his chosen profession elicits
admiration. Rev. Orton leaves Oleneoe reluctantly, hut he feels that un
selfishly it is a duty he- owes himself
to accept, the call from Alhnqiierque.
a city of 25,000 population, which of
fers him a larger parish at a galury
far In excess to that he has been re
ceiving here.V
r

Or-to-

that the regular Standard Pullman

J

m

ENTIRE

tonight, and If It doesn't
straighten you right up and make youI
foci fine nnd vigorous by morning,
want you to go back to the store and

spoonful

get your money. Dodson's Liver Tone
destroying the salo of calomel be
cause it is rsnl liver medicine; entirely vegetable, therefore It can not
or make you sick.
I guaranteo that one spoonful of
Dodson's Liver Tone will put your
sluggish liver to work nnd clean your
bowels of that sour bile and constt-patcwaste which is clogging your
system and making you feel miserable.
I guarantee that a bottlo of Dodson's
Liver Tone will keep tho entire family
feeling fine for months.. Otve it to
your children. It Is harmless; doen't
gripe and thoy like its pleasant taate.

is

Ball-va- to

relarv's private statement that if was
not certain that the baseball industry
would be disrupted by operation of
the order and their belief that' they
had presented facts that would convince him that professional leagues

d
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LOSSES TO SHIPPING
LOWEST IN 21 MONTHS

'

V

HOKNlU JOUKHAI.

.r.C.L

LIKUD

M

London, July 'Jt. The losses to
Hellish and allied shipping due to enBASEBALL RULING
emy action or marine risk, for the
AGAIN POSTPONED
month of June, totalled 275,629 gross
the lowest record for
tons, this
FOR CONSIDERATION any monthbeing
since September, 1916.
The llritish losses totalled 161,062
Washington,
July 21. Secretary tons and allied and neutral losses
,
Maker late today postponed until
his decision fin extending the
g
Tho total losses forthe quarter
effective time of Hie work or fight
June 30 amonted to 946,673
regulations as they apply to profes- tons, which was the lowest record for
sional baseball players.
,
any riutirter since tho third quarter
Provost 'Marsha Ceneral Crowdcr of 1916.
was rciT'Cy lo lay his recommendations
Sailings continue, at. the high level
before the sfcrctary after receiving of recent .months. The tonnage of
baseball steamships of 500 gross tons' and over
a brief from the national
commission, but the secretary was un entering or clearing
from United
able to take up the matter.
Kingdom portu, other than coastwise
conhe
would
said
linker
Setuetary
and cross channel vessels, totals
sider the brief and Ceneral Crowder's ",i:;o,3fi6 tons. The total sailing's for
recommendations tonight and expect- the quarter ending June 30, was coned lo announce bis decision in the
siderably higher than the sailings for
morning.
the two pit't ling quarter.
National and American league officials and cluli owners who were here
Try Chamberlain's.
today expressed hone that. Mr. Raker
When yqu need a'good reliable
would extend the time of putting the
for soreness of the muscles, &
order Into effect until the end of the sprain, or to relieve rheumatic pains,
weason. '
It ''is
try Chamberlain's Liniment.
They based Ibis hope upon the sec- - excellent,
.
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would have to suspend unless tho

Wler is mollified.
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by Julia. Crawford

Ivers and

five-pa-

lin-me- nt

Theatrr--Repe.atin-

.

pos-scss-

-l

lo confirm the belief. When bis puppy, Napoleon, who is of an Inquisitive
turn of mind, however, decided to
Bald
Hunker's
mummy.
IIo comes to rcal- dreum cnllaiises.

Foi'd Weekly.
AT

Till!

ear which was put into commission
:
"11."
'
,
some months ago as an experiment AT THK
"Ifig
In
Bunker
wrking
Majesty
between Doming and Bllver City by the
which first appeared In serial
A. T. & 8. F. will be taken off after TJean,"
in the
Post,"
the last of this month because of war form Leon Saturday Evening one
of
Wljson produced
Harry
conditions.
rthe' hree:desf. tiiffftt Isuighable stories
of th tlmM hrtA It is nnfo tti'Hay .that
Journal Wants Bring Result tho " Parumcurft screen" Ttrsion, wrlt- -

w

j

nt last though, the liiblo saying
"a i a man tbinketh, so Isy be," and
ag tin becomes tho forceful character
he bad been. 1 hero is a laugh in
every scene and we wish to register
our
that "His Maje.'ity
prophecy
Hunker l'.ean" will prove one of the
best, of young Piekford's photoplays.
It hi now showing nt the "li" theater.
T Till! LYIMC,
A cast of well known players surrounds Harold Lockwood in his latest
.Metro
series picture, ."Iond
Mo Your Name,' a farce- nojjiedy do- rived from Francis
Terry Klliott s
popular novel, to bo shown at the
Lyric theater.
The leading fcminino role is portrayed by Paulino Curley, who
lAickwood's leading woman in
and "The
, Deceiver,'1
"The
Landloper." Miss Curley Is a
gobbm haired bruuty, who hat
done somo exceptionally fine work In
her appearances with Mr. Lockwood
Hesio Kylon is cast for the leading
wife
character parf-and she portrays It In the same fii
Uihfid manner that characterised her
work while she was featured In Pelig
Local film followers will
'productions.
remember Miss Eyton as one of the
"The Crisis' and In "The
principals In
'
t
Spoilers."
Bert Ptarkey, the' "spider" In. tlie
serial "Tho Fatal Fang.jind a rnn- all-st-

was-Mr-

a

.

fiery-temper-

7.

end-din-

Pick ford in "His
by William D. Taylor, starring
Jack Piekford, loses nothing In the
Majestic Hunker ile.'tn," a
Louise Huff has been
Paramount, feature; also a Paramount transmission.
chosen as the leading lady and an exI'ictograpli.
cellent cast, including Kdythe ChapCrystal Dmtu IIoiihc Dark.
Pastime 'I'licaK-- r William Farnum man, Hart lloxie, Jack McDonald,
starring in "The Plunderer," a power- - liustav .Ke.yf,ferl itss and others Is cm- ful Kni s iin photoplay; one reel of ployed. As will' be reniemberrd, the
Patlto N( s and a Mutt, and Jeff com- :;tnry deals with the adventures of
Riinl'.er. the stenographer who
edy.
g
himself to be tho reincarnated
Harold
Lyric
Lockwood m "Lend Me Your Name," form of Uamesis the flreat. and
fi a tare, "with a one-rethe mummy of his former self
a flve-re-

faWilliam Karniim has become,
In Wil
mous fur bis screen fights.
liam Fox's I31S version of "The I'bin- de re r" h- livis up to his reputation,
The Rtnr v is that of a voulli who is
left a .eol.l mine and goes out to work
it. He fin is that the man who has a
claim next to his wants his mine. This
man uses desperate means to separate
the youth from his la nd. ; Attempts at
murder ap; nothing, to him.
Tfio youth iloes not bother this man
or his aids until a friend of tho youth
is killed. Then the fight begins. Far-nuwades in and swings,' bis mighty
arms ri;ht and left until he has
cleaned up n room of twenty husky
It is a stirring moment in
miners.
a splendid plaV which has been
brought up tf 1318 standards by William Fox
"The I'lunilercr" will be shown nt
tho Pastime theater today. It la one
of six bl ; successes thit Mr. Fox has
Tiie other are "A Fool
There Was." "The Clemeneeau Case,"
"The Two Orphans" (all Thcda Para
To Tako Ofr Pii:Tmnn Car.
'
Kanta Fe, July 24. Tho flute cor- plays) ; The IlondmauV. and "A .SoOath''
(William Farnum
ldier's
poration commission has ton notifiod

Are Working.

,gn

lmation Trip

WIBtl

pul-pr-
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CHAPTER II.
The Agents of German. Espionage How Germany
.Engaged Her Spies The Character of the People Drawn
Into This System The Women Spies How German Spies

Military Secrets
and Newspaper Espionage Conducted by Germany.
'
;
CHAPTER IV.
German Spies and the Radicals.
CHAPTER V.
German Espionage and German Commerce.
'
::
CHAPTER VI.
j
in Russia The German Colonists in
,
Russia In the Baltic Provinces. CHAPTER VII.
From the Diary of a German Spy.
CHAPTER VIII.
Trials of Spies in Gennany and Austria.
The Morning Journal has secured the exclusive right
to publish these startling revelations in this vicinity. Our
readers have been unanimous in praising the excellence of
the Stockbridge articles dealing with tjie organization of
the New York Mail, two more installments of which remain to be published. We expect to begin the, publication of the articles revealing the inner workings of the
German spy Bystem within the next few days probably
t
as soon as the Stockbridge series is finished.
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Hariey Davidson

MOTORCYCLE

and Side Gar

With Presto lighting- outfit; horn, Stewart rear
drive speedometer and Landem cushion, new
inner-tubeand rcliners in every tire.
Would cost new $450. Cash price $200 v
Will take Liberty Bond as part payment

tone

I520J or call at

1413

West

R:--

6 p. la,

FOUR

ii
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Morning Journal, Thursday, July 25,

Albuquerque

is

PHILLIES'

PARNHAM MAY

B12

GLASSED SLACKER

CENTER OF TEST CASE IN ISASHKALL

Run Gives the!

,

v

Cubs Needed Run; Cravath
and Triple;
Gels
Two-Bagg- er

Zeider and Paskert Steal,
IBV

of New York City, it was learned tonight. Fulton Is scheduled to meet
Jack Dempsey in an
d
bout
'
here Saturday night.
According to a letter received today
from Chairman Wise. Fulton failed
to appear 1efore his local board Tor
physical examination and by virtue
of this failure he is classed as a
The Harrisoi) board met today to consider the case and decided
to refer it to the attorney general.
Mr. Wise said Fulton had been
placed in division A, Class 1, on the
ground that he Is engaged In a nonessential occupation.

MOBNlNd JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WISE1

Philadelphia, Ta., July 24.
home run in the sixth helped
Chicago defent Philadelphia. Score:

Pas-kert- 's

eight-roun-

Chicago,

AB.n.n. ro. a. k.

Flack, rf
HollochT.

.

Mann. If
Merklo, lh
.

.

0
2
0

0

. .

1

11

1

.

.

Paskerl, HI)
Karlur, rf .

Eeider. 2b

.

1
1

t

.

0

.
.

.

o

O'Farrrll,
Vaughn,

0

.

.

ss

p

.

.

Totals

34

9 27

S

WALTER JOHNSON IS
OFFERED $300 GAME

Philadelphia.

AH. R. II. PO. A. K.

Ha

neroft, ss
Williams, cf
Hemingway,
l.uderns.
Meusel, If

...
31)

1

Cravath, rf
Fearce, 21)
Burns,

'

0
0
0
n

. .

. .

1

.

.

.

.

c

Preudergust.

0
0
0
0

2

..

3

1

4

BY DULUTH

1
I

1

2

3

2

1

2

Fi

'.

3
n
0
0
0

p

Adams
avls, p
' Fitzgerald

0
0
1
(I

4
Totals
33
8 27 18
4
Flatted for Prendcrfast in seventh.
Batted for Davis in ninth.
Score hy innings:
r,
001 004 oon
Chicago

Philadelphia
Summary:

Two-bas-

020 00(1 002
hitH Cravath

e

hit

1

Cravath.
Home run
Paskert. stolen banes Zeider, Paskert. Sacrifice hits llolloeher, Mann,
Fitzgerald. Double plays
Paskert,
Zeider and Merkle; Ranrroft and
Bases on balls Vaughn 4:
Prendergast 1; Davis 2. Hit by pitch(li.v Paul I'lii iii in.)
er Ry Vaughn (Pearrc.) Struck
out
The case of Rube Parnham. pitcher
By Vaughn 5; Presdengast ft. Passed
with the llaltitiiore club of the Interhall
Burns. Innings pitched
7. i
national league, may furnlnh tlio prel
cedent on which the ruling of
St. Louis 10; rw Voifc a.
(.'rowder will lip based eu far as
New York. July 24. St. Eouis hit professional ballplayers are concernthree New York pitchers all over the ed.
field and easily .defeated the Giants.
Parnham is married and has been
The batting of Fisher and
in
Hornsby placed id Class 4 A of Hie draft.
featured. Score:
local draft board, however, under the
St. Louis.
Crowder "work or fight" order has
AB. R. II. pi). A. K. ordered him to engage in some u (
3
I 0 4 0 0 occupation.
Heathcote, cf
0
3
3
4
Fisner, 2b
6
0
Parnham and the Baltimore, club
1
5
0
3 10
Paulette, lb
0 are
ready to appeal the case to Wash1
4
;:
3
Hornsby, ss
l ington and secure a
,
ruling.
n
4
i
o
i
McHenry, If
Parnham's case is a model one on
4
1
1
2
0
Bronkle, 3b
which tho whole baseball matter may
1
4
4
J
0
Betzel, rf
0
be threshed out. There are scores of
c
'1
3
1
2
0
Gonzales,
0
Three-bas-

e

IX

rr

1

Pien-dersa-

(!cu-era-

1

(1

......

5'l

p

Totals

37

0

2

10

1

0

15 27 13

1

New York.
AB. ft. Ii. PO

Burns, cf
Young, rf
Fletcher, ss

1

1

2

0

0
0
0
0

1

2

1

0
0
0
0
2

2

3

Chicago .
New York

2

3

0
0
0

0

0

0

Cincinnati

3

0

Zimmerman, 3b
Thorpe, If
Holke, lb
McCarty,
Gibson, c
Sallee, p
Schupp, p
Ogden, p
Iloyt. p

2

3

.

3

0

3

0
0
0

3

i

c

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
o
n

1
1
1

Totals

(I

0
0

29

4

Pittsburgh

L.
29
39
39
45

W.
57
49

.

--

a

9H'J

j

V

4 4

1

2

1

Philadelphia

47
39

1

0

0

10
6

2

0

1

1

Brooklyn
Boston
St. Louis

41
3S
37

1

1

0

0
0
0

0
0

II

1

(I

0

0
0

27 15

3

'.

44

53
49
51

GRAND

AT RACES

IN

CIRCUIT

MEET

7

.R30
.51 1
.470
.439
.437
.420
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24. Three
Toledo, Ohio, July
world's harness records were broken
on he Fort Miami track this afternoon, the second day of the Grand
Circuit meeting. Bertha Mclntyre In
tho Fort Miami stake, 2:08 trotters
event covered a mile In 2:04
making a new world's record for four
old
fillies. The former record of
year
2:04
made at Icxtngton, was held
Jointly by Joan and Mars' Putnam.
The race went six heats, Esperanza
and Blanche Carter fighting it out
after the rest of the horses had been
sent to the barn. 11 was tho fastest
six heat race on record and the fastest sixth heat.
Wilkes Brewer, a heavy favorite in
the Fort. Miami driven by "Pop"
('Jeers, was ruled out after the third
heat. It was fho only race of tho day
that Driver Murphy was unable' to
win.
Riding behind Ante Guy in the
2:11 trot he won, niter losing the first
heat to Heir Reaper with Goers in
the sulky. Miiiphy also drove The
Problem, a winner in Ihe 2:11 pace,
against a field of seven. 'The Pong'
kecpslo relnsiuan also put in n hid for
the Fort Ma mi $5,000 stake event
but finished ninth in tho second heat
after being in third place In the first,
and withdrew from the field.
Geers was picked lo win the MB
event with Wilkes Brewer but the
veteran driver was finable to make
tho mare behave.
Lucky Clover and Olenwood B. got
into a bad tangle in the second heat
of tho 2:11 trot. Neither was hurt but
Lucky Clover finished tho mile on
tho trot and went around again
I
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1

Score by Innings:
10
300 310 OHO
St. Louis
2
001 000 001
New York
e
hits Broukie.
Summary:
Burns, Fisher (2). Home run HornsMcHenry, Fletcher,
by. Stolen bases
Burns. Sacrifice hits Bronkie, Heathcote. Double plays Zimmerman, McCarty and Holke; Fletcher, Do'le and
Holke; Hornsby, Fisher and Paulette.
Base on balls Schupp 3; Ogden 3.
Hit by pitcher By Packard (Young).
Struck out By Schupp 2; Hoyt 2;
Packard 1. Innings pitched Sallee 1;
Schupp 3; Ogden 4; Hoyt 1.
Two-bas-

AM KMC AN LKAtil i:.
V.
L.
Boston
fi.t
30
Cleveland
50
42
4
New York
40
41
47
Washington
4
St. Louis
10
4K
40
Chicago

Detroit

3ti

SO

Philadelphia

33

50

Pet.
.604
.54 3
.535
.534
.465
.465
.419
.398

Smith was a feature. Score:
Cincinnati.
AB. R. 11. PO. A.
0
Uroh, 3b
L. Magee, 2b
Housh, cf . .
Chase, 1 h . . .
Neale, If ...
Griffith, rf .
Blai kbiirnc,
C.

H.

i

Wlngo,

c

Fittslnirgli ; Brooklyn 1.
Cueto, c
PittsBrooklyn, N. Y., July 24.
Regan, p ...
series
of
the
first
the
took
game
burgh
Luuue, p ...
from Brooklyn, mainly through
xS. Magee, .
effectiveness and Catron's playScore:
at
short.
ing
Totals
.29 0 4 24 14 1
Pittsburgh.
x
Batted for Regan In eighth.
AB. Ii. II. PO. A. K.
Boston.
0
10 0
3
Caton, ss
AB. ft. H. PO. A. E.
1
0
0
0
0
2
Blgbeo, If
1
3
0
3
0 "llawlings, ss
0
3
2 ' 1
0
Corey, cf
4
I
4
0
2b
Herzog,
0
2
I
f
'
Southward, t f
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
0 Massey, cf
4
0
2
Cutshaw, 2b
.1
0
0
0
0
if
4
0
214 0 0 Wlckland,
MollwiU, lb
1
2
4
2
0
C. Smith. 31) ... 4
McKerhnie. 3h . . 4 1 2 I 1 0 i.
2
0 111 0 0
1
4
0 Konelchy, lb . . .
4
1
0
Hchimdt. c
1
3
0
2
4
0
0 2 0 Wilson, c
Comstock, p
4
.1. I.. Snillh.
2
0
0
(I
0
. . . .
Com-stock- 's

....

1

1

tho Klago.
Secondly, baseball turns over thousands of (lollara annually in war tax
and every effort is being made by
magnates to help the Red Cross and
other patriotic enterprises.
Thirdly, the majority of baseball
players arc engaged in useful and
productive occupations outside their
numbers of them are
baseball.
it.
farmers who devote half of their time
Baseball has several arguments to to thai business and direet the manoffer in its defense.
agements of their faiims while playing
In the first place it will be claimed ball.
It might be well reorganized basethat Hie government recognizes that
certain amusements are necessary ball to file with tho government data
during the war anil for this- reason concerning the winter work of
which might help convince
which attracts million:
baseball,
through the turnstiles during the sea- government authorities that the players are useful as well as
son, should receive equal exemption
from the work or fight order with

.Gti.1

.fin

1

....

,.4

1

1

(5

4

i

.

.'

11

1

)f

Totals

..

30

9 27

S

Brooklyn.
A B. R. If. PO.

'

Johnston, if

4

Olson, ss

2

imubert, lb
7. Wheat, If

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

15
A.

0
3

112

0
10.

1

0

5

1

4

1

Doolan, 2b

3

Wheat, c
Marquard, p

0
0

3

5
2
0

3

4

0
0
0

2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

..31

1

6.27

20

I

3
4

Myers, cf

(I'Mara,

3b

M.

'Totals .,

1

1

0

2

t)
2

3

0

2

4

2

2

Score by Innings:
000 001 1103
Pittsburgh
..010 000 0001
Brooklyn .
Marhits
Summary: Two-bas- e
quard. Sacrifice hits Blgbec, Doolan.
tum nn halls Off Comstock 2: off
Marquard 6. Double playsSchmidt to
Cutshaw to scnmiai, nit oy piwooi
By Cunmtock (Olson.) Struck out By
Comstock 3: Marquard 1.

......

,

Boiilon 4; Cincinnati 0.
Boston, Mass., Juir 14.. Boston

feated

V

Tbt pteytng of

3

Rudolph, p

0

1

0

3

0

EAGLES AND BADGERS
WIN FROM DOUGHBOYS
AND WILD CAT NINE

Totals
..25 4 7 27 13 0
Score by innings:
"00 oi0 000 0
Cincinnati
211 000 oo'x- -- 4
Boston
hits
Summary: Two-buSacrifice hits
Konetchy.
Massey, J. L. Smith. oDuhlo plays
L. Magee to Plackburne to Chase; J.
to Konetchy,
C. Smith to Herzog
Blackburne to h. Magee to Chase.
off
4;
Rases on balls Off Regan
Luuiie 1; off Rudolph 1. Struck out.
By Regan 3; hy Rudolph 2. Innings
pitched Regan 7.

, AiMenlay
was on eventful day for
the youngsters in baseball fundom.
Th.5 American
Eagles defeated the
Doughboys In a fast game, the score
being even until tho eighth Inning.
In the twilight game the Wild Cats
lost their first game after a string of
fcix consecutive
victories, to the Badgers, a new organization.
This does
not lower their standing In the league
as th Badgers are larger players and
play In a hrtivler class. The feature of
the game was the batting of Emery
SehoU, who obtained two home runs.
Sour Stomach unci liclchlng.
Boys of the city arc Invited to at"When I began taking Chamberlain's Tablets three years ago I was tend t'te games regardless of whether
They
troubled most of the time with belch- they have baseball experience.
ing and sour stomach, I also had will be formed lriV) teams ns rapidly
This as enough players are obtained.
and constipation.
headache
remedy was Just what my system
needed. It strengthened my digestion
You owe it to yourself to got the
and restored me to my former good hottest couL When trying to conserve
health," writes Mrs. A. D. Smith, buy Sugarltc Coal. Costs no mrp than
,
Jordan, N. T,
Gllwon-FaLumber
Black-luirn-

e,

,

de-

i.

inferior ttml.

i

Journal Want Ads bring
FN

results,- -

The circtit is a Sunday and holiday
league composed mainly of steel mill,
shipyard and mine employes players.
officials of the Superior baseball
team in Ihe Mesaba league are reported angling for Dave Bancroft,
shortstop of tho Philadelphia Nationals, If organized basebal breaks up.
There Is much rivalry among the various team managers and each is most
desirous of putting the best team In
the field.

allp!a.'er.s who couie under the game
condilinns ami it would be an excellent way for organized baseball to find
out just how far the government cares
to go with tin: case.
Although the national commission
has not indicated what its action may
be il Is likely that a, ruling may be
asked from Washington and Parnham probably will be in the center of

Pet.

Company.

Le,C0

if organized
,all breaks up, under
the Crowder work or fight ruling.
Telegrams were dispatched
to
Claudo Hendrix of the Chicago National club and to Hank Severeid,
catcher of tho St. Louis Americans.
Both replied their ultimate decision
depends upon tho outcome of Ihe conference now in session at Washing-Ion- .

BROKEN

l,F.A;ii:.

MANAGER

Minn., Jhly 24,. Walter
Johnson, Washington pitcher, was
Wired terms
today by the management of the DuluUi baseball team of
tho Head of ihe Lakes-Mesha circuit. The telegram offered Johnson
fit least $300 per game to
pitch here

THREE RECORDS ARE

OF THE TEAMS

NATIONAL

A. K.

4
4

Doyle, 2b
Sicking, 2b

STANDING

HORNINS JOII.MAL

Dnluth,

s.

Packard,

(ids Prompt

1V MOHNIM9 JOUHNAL IMClAt LEABfO Wll
Harrison, N. J. July 24.Fre,l
Fulton, the Minnesota claimant of
tho heavyweight pugulist
title has
been classed as a delinquent in the
draft aiyl may be taken into custody
here on advice of Chairman Hern
S. Wise of local draft board No. 123

'

J'IaOuc 333.

.

.

Treatment That boils, rough, red nnd scaly sh in. Is lo
purify the blood and remove Ihe tiny
Results.
germs of pollution that break through
and manifest their presence on the.
For real, downright, harrassing, dis- surface of the skin.
can
apdisorders
comfort, very few
Peoplo in all parts of the country
skin diseases, such have written us how they were comproach,
as Eczema, Tetter, Roils, eruptions, pletely rid of every trace of these dis-o- i
tiers by the use of S. S. S., tho
scaly irrftations anil similar skin troublood
bles, notwithstanding the lavish use matchless,
purely vegetable,
of salve, lotions, washes, and other purifier.
S. S. S. goes dire-to tho
treatment 'applied externally to the center of the blood supply, and purifies .and cleanses it of every vestige of
irritated, parts.
matter, giving a clear and
No one over hrard of a person being foreign
afflicted with tiny form of skin dis- ruddy complexion that indicates pery
for free
eases whose blood was in good condi- fect health. Wrhe
tion. Therefore, it is but logical to medical advice regarding your oasc.
conclude that the proper method of Address Swift Specific Co., 413 Swift
treatment for pimples, blotches, sores, Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
Here Is a Sensible

BY DRAFT BOARD

CHICAGO VICTOR
Paskeit's Home

ltching,Scratching,SIin Diseases
That Burn Like flames of Fire

FRED FULTON IS

Work or Fight?

NX

1918

Notice is hereby given that an annual and special meeting of the stockholders of the Katie Ruhnau Mining
Company will bo held on Monday.
August 5th, 101 S at 10 o'clock a. in.
INCH LAS E
at tho Alvarado Hotel in Albuquerque.
N. Mex., for the purposes of eleetint
a hoard of directors, to take, action
theron, properly organizing nnd translawacting such other business ns may Thin
1
fully come before the meeting.
notice is given in compliance with See.
937 of tho Corporation l,aws of New
Mexico.
KATIE RI'IINAC
Fifty cents a monlh for business
FRANK RI'IINAU,
cents a
11. A. HOOVER,
telephones and twenty-fiv- e
Stockholders.
month for residence telephones will be
the increase in telephone rates here
September 1. This increase was al- THE WM. FARft COMPANY
lowed by the corporation committee at
In
and KetaP Dealers
Santa Fe Monday, both for Albuquer- Wholesale
AND
FKKSII
SALT MEATS
que aird Koswcll, on a request of the
a
Sausage
Specialty
Mountain States Telephone company.
Hogs the Ruling
on the For Cattle ami Are
The increase was allowed
Paid
Market Prices
material,
wages and
grounds that
other expense.", have increased to a
large degree.
The ruling will represent an increase of $8,000 a year to the company
here, and will wipe out a
deficit.
There is a possibility that government control of telephone and telegraph lines will Influence tho increase
to some extent but this is not definitely
known yet. Complete data on the
government supervision has not been
received here.
x
I'nder the new price single line busiFourth St. and Conner Ave.
ness phones will cost $4.50 per month;
two party business phones, $3.50 per
month. Residcnco phones for single
line, will cost $2.75 per month; two
party line, $2.25 per month, and four
party line, $1.75 per month.

SEPT.

)444r4-

long-standi-

l Hudson for Signs
Wall Paper

Hudson for
Picture Frames i
il
I

Wallace Hesscldcn

SLUGGERS WILL PLAY
THEIR THIRD CONTEST
ESTANC1A TODAY

t
t

f
I

GERMAN
Berlin, via London, July 21. Tho
official communication
from headquarters today reads:
"There was lively artillery activity
north of Lys, near Arras and near
Albert.
"On the western bank of the Avre,
the French temporarily advanced as
far as the Avre during a local attack
near and south of Mailly, Our counter

thrusts
Wo

the situation.

in the evening enemy
partial attacks launched from Mailly
and north of that place.
"Between the Alsne and the Marne
the enemy early yesterday morning,
ARE
after bringing up fresh reserves, continued his mass attacks. General von
Boehm's army completely defeated
IKY MORNINII
JOIJKNmL VPECIAI. LCASKD WIRE
repeated enemy thrusts. Tho French
24.
and
Fraud
Washington, July
and Americans again suffered very
gross profiteering has been uncovered heavy losses.
in many contracts for army shoes,
"Vilemontoire was recaptured from
shirts, leggings and other soldiers' the enemy, who retreated In dense
supplies and equipment as a result of masses which were fired at hy our
investigation by army ltVtelllgoni o and artillery.
"North of the Outcq our annihilatdepartment of Justice ugents, it was ing fire smashed enemy attacks In
learned today.
preparation and during the first
Information
shedding light on thrust. Between the Ourcq and the
methods by which manufacturers Marne we repulsed strong enemy atwi re able to pass inferior articles to tacks for the inont part in front of
fill government
contracts
lines.
to have been gathered from new
"Southwest of Rheims heavy enconfessions of some of tho eighteen gagements lasted throughout the day.
raincoat contractors under arrest in Between the Marno nnd the Ardre tho
New York, charged .with
bribery, enemy In four violent partial attacks
fraud or conspiracy.
advanced repeatedly in v.'Jn.
Action will be taken against the
"North of the Ardre tho French,
other
manufacturers, as rapidly as
white and colored troops, also
specific proof of fraud is developed. threw Italians nnd British into the
An outgrowth of the
campaign
The attacks of the Italians,
fray.
against graft and fraud" In army con- who were effectively caught in their
oftracts is the discovery that some
preparation positions, was only feebly
ficers in the quartermaster's
corps developed and was rapidly crushed.
responsible for placing contracts, con- Tho French and British aso were retinue illegally to receive salaries from
at many points after a desconcerns which employed them In pulsed
struggle and partly by our
perate
.
..
civil life.
counter thrusts."
A large number of officers fere said
to hae
commissions
been given
through the influence of their former
It is charged that ceremployers.
fV MORNINtt JOURNAL SPECIAL LtASE 0 WtftEl
tain companies have been able through
this personal contact to dictate speev
Washington, July 24. Artillery and
flcations and other details of con- acrlaUactivity on tho Belgian front
tracts favorable to their methods of arc noted In tho weekly resume of
operations received today hy the Belmanufacture.
Another reform being worked out gian legation. The statement follows:
in Washington ns "a result of discov"During tho past week the artillery-haInterfered effectively with conery of contract frauds. Is tho gradual
repnir of German
elimination' of men assisting the gov- struction and
ernment from the nominal pay of trenches and positions along the Ypres
"dollar a year" basis, and the pay- road near staden. An airplane flying
ment of adeipiate salaries, ort" which over Boitschouvo was brought down
guns.
they can live without resorting to hy
war
compensation from special interests. Coppcns, whose predilection for celeballoons Is becoming noticeable,
brated Belgian Independence day by
a new exploit.
Seeing a string of
ROTARIANS WILL GET
'German sausages' near Ypres. he
MILITARY STUDENTS went up in spite of bad weather and
set two of them on fire; the Germans
Every member of the Rotary club hurriedly hauled in on the others, but
will obtain one student for the mili- Coppcns dove to within 100 yards of
tary department of the University of the ground and got. one more, bring-to
New Mei(0. yesterday notifications ing his record for war balloons
of the Rotarians' pledge were mailed eighteen.
to each of the members by President
"During the night of tho 21st a
toward
D. R. Boyd, with the request that they Gotha, flying over tho sea
guns
immediately start proceedings to ob- Dunkirk, was hit by
and fell, wltji three passengers In the
tain "their student, !t .(' '
The
The members f the club were sup- Inundated sector of Pervuisc.
plied with appltoatlooiai'dft for pros- same day an enemy aeroplane was depective students. " Herman Sweltzer stroyed near Warhem, likewise by arhas offered a box
,i ., .',',:.,(
cigars fon, the tillery fire."
member obtaining the' largest' number
of atadenti,
Journal wants bring results,
repulsed

DISCOVERED

BELGIAN
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LUMBER

HELP

Mfield.

.

UNCLE
SAM

Sluggers Pena. right field: Manuel
Chavez, shortstop; Salazar, first base;
At. (.naves, catcher; D, Chaves, pitcher; Burns, third base; Frnnk, second
base; Cordova, left field: Gonzales.
center field.
DlarrlKKVi QufcIO) Cured.
"I have been in the practice of
medicine for forty years," writes Dr.
D. A. Post. Barnwell, S. C. "I came
to this place last March,
having purchased a plantation ten miles from
here, am preparing to move onto It
and shall practice there. I find diarrhoea prevalent, in fact became affected myself, saw a notice of Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea. Remedy,
bought a small bottle and iMs good."

NOTKH FOJl rt'ttMf'ATION,
Department of tae jacciyir, U. S. Land Office at Santa
tf. M July a, 118.
,
Notice Is hereby given that Patroclnlo
,fariiunx, of Maniunz. N. M.,.who. on Sept.
24, 1!)12, made Humcstpiid entry No. 0172HO.
Tor NE1-4- ,
Section 6, Township
Range
N, M. I". McMillan, has tiled notice of
intention to make flyo year Jlnnu-steaFinal I'root, to establish claim to the land
atiova described, before William C. Kennedy, V. 8. Commissioner, at Heboycta, N.
M
on Kept. .3.
Claimant names ea witnesses:
Reyes Maniuex, of Marques, S. M.; Antonio Jaramillo, of Bldo. N. M. : Mfirqarlt
nomero. of San Mateo. N. M.; Permitli
Salasar. of Blbo. N. M.
FRANCISCO DELfiADO,

By Getting

W.S.S

lt.

KnKlslor.

NOTICE TO rrUJ.SCATION.
Department of the tntefor, tl. S. Kami Office at Santa Fe, N. M July 13, lain.
Notice Is heleby given that Kstevnn Ct.
Chaves, of Scboyeta, N. M., who, on Oct. 4.
1912. made lt'iinesteatl.1 No. 017311. for
Section 58, Township
SN. Ramie SW, N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled
notice of Intention to make five fear Proof,
to establish claim to the land above described, before Wm. C. Kennedy. IT. a. Commissioner, at Sebeyeta, N. M., on the Sept.
3,

1111,

.

fchesaes
Claimant names
V. P. Harrington, of Correo. N. M. ; Patricio
Oonzales. of Scboyeta. N. M. ; Samuel Oar-cla- ,
of Scboyeta, N. M. ; Dlontclo Marques,
of Seboyeta, N. M.
FRANCISCO DEbOADO,
'
Register.
,

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte-

rs

Phone 44

220 West Gold,

anti-aircra- ft

of

The Superior
ber & Mill

(
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111 CONTRftGTS

General Contractor
We are In n position to give X
more vaiuo lor uie money innn
any oilier lH lLDLNU 1 UtM In
tills vicinity.

Office With
The Highland Sluggers, accompanied by a hand of rooters, will leave
Lum- this morning for Estancia to play
Co.
their third game with the Estancia
team. As each team has won one
PIIUNK 911
i,
contest from the other, this a championship game of the season is expected to be hard fought. The team
and rooters will make the trip by automobile returning tonight. The merchants of Santa Fe are holding an ex- Pal nt i, Oils, Class, Mn It bold Roofing
and Building Paper.
cursion to Estancia today and many
capital citizens are expected to wit- J. C. BALDRIDGE
LUMBER
ness the game.
The probable line-u- p
COMPANY
of the teams
will be:
Estancia. Welch, shortstop; Mullen, left field; Swartz, center field;
Campbell, catcher; Karstitter, second
base; B. Milbourn, third base; SprullI,
first base;
Tracy; right field and
pitcher; S. Milbourn Strong, right

t

GROSS FRAUDS IN

r'trji&,4mi

.

POKE CITY

WITH

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS

Notice of Meeting.

TELEPHONE RATE

LUMBER

For Gold and Silver
A

Wonderful

Opportunity

To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odd
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

War Savings
and

Thrift Stamps
Mrs. C. AL Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charfe of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
4M NORTH FIRST STREET
;,,
, ,

",. ,,

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday, July 25,
J
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Tommy Wheels Little Refugee to Safety

YEARS

AHEAD OF

-

E NEMY- RESERVES

THE
f

SAYS W

V.I

i

ALLIED

SO

COlHIIPQNDfNCI

TO MORNI NO

Franco-American-

JOUBNAL)

HAS TO DO WITH LONG
AND SERIOUS DROUTH
I.PECIAL COHRtaPONCtNCI

TO MOKNINO

JOURNAL

Santa Fe, July 24. Vnited States
Senator A. R. Fall in an interview today declared that his prime reason for
coming to New Mexico and Santa Fe
:it this lime, was the critical situation
caused by tho drouth in tho southern
and southeastern counties which is
compelling the stockmen to ship out
their cattle. Bank Examiner George
fl. VanStone has made a direct appeal to National Foort Ailinlnlstr:.(,,r
Hoover and to the federal authorities
as well as. to the banks to grant the
cattlemen all possiblo relief and to
prevent the calling of loans from
stockmen embarrassed by the drouth.
However, Senator Fall, also declared
that he took the opportunity to
consult with Governor Lindsey on the
advisability of calling a special session
of the legislature and to emphasize
strongly that the nation in order to
win the war efficiently and quickly
must elect a republican congress
which would stand by the president's
measures to win the war much more
energetically, than do the democrats.

lie's a Good lUinilit Now,
Kagle Pass, Tex., July 24. Mexican troops pursuing tho bandits holding for ransom Nat Malone and Sam
B.irksdale, taken from the Pcdra Do
Blanca ranch Monday, have captured
nnd executed Feline Musquiz and six
other members of the bandit gang,
according to General Peraldi, commanding tho Mexican federal troop
forces at Piodras Negras.

FREEZONE IS MAGIC
Costs few cents!
Sore, touchy
corns lift right off with
fingers. No pain!

(
y-"-

,

"!

i

jf'

'Why wait? Tour druggist sells a
tiny bottle of Freezone (or a few rtnta,
sufficient to rid our feet of. .every
hard corn, soft corn, or corn between
ths toes, and calluses, without sorer-rrs- s
or Irritation. Freeions Is the
much talked of ether .discovery of a
Cincinnati geriiuC
'

frtn

r
f fx
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Squeegee Tread Tires are now the only
tires on the market made with
i some Black Tread and Red Sides.

..,.7....

If that railway running from Fismes
is reached by
to
the allied troops. General March said.
German forces remaining in the salient will be pocketed.
The chief of staff announced thai
he had ordered fix new Infantry divisions organized in this country during July.
Tho chief of Staff said the American divisions ho mentioned last Saturday as involved In the fighting, were
still constantly' engaged.
He added
no additional American units to those
already known to be on the line in
this region.
In discussing the situation on the
e
line. General March said
It bore striking similarity to what had
happenefi to the Austrian drive into
Italy. A great Btorni aided the allies
In both cases, and disaster rewilted
to tho enemy.
General March said it seemed that
Itie Lord wns getting
tilled of the
partnership of "mo und Gott." The
French attack yesterday north of
Montdidier' is viewed
General
by
March as a local operation.
It has
groat value, however, he said, as It
served to keep tho Germans guessing.

J,

Ncwi)aiir

I

:ii(cri(i'isi

i-

fi;itlon.)

London, July 24. lias the tiKIvT
.M,li:i PI SH begun?
That's the great question of the war
today. Tho sudden surprise counter
attack curried out so successfully by
tho French and American armies between the Aisn'j and the Manic has
given rise to it. ,
It Is being answered in two ways by
allied military observers, who are holding their breath in the suspense accompanying the realization that great
events aro about to transpire on the
western front.
One group believes that the allies
are not yet fullv urenared for the irrcat
smash, and that the offensive was
merely a local attack nt an opportune
moment, designed to flatten out the
Soissons - Chateau Thierry salient,
force the Germans to fall back on the
Maine nnd relieve the pressure against
Khelius.
Tho other group, which includes
many American critics, is certain that
the counter-driv- o
is the preliminary
attack of the CJKKAT ITSII that will
drive the Germans out of Franco and
Belgium.
They point to these facts to show
that this is tho likely theory:
Gen. Foch patiently accepted the
defensive in tho first four Gcrilian offensives of the year. In the fifth drive
ho was counter-attackin- g
on tho first
day, nnd on the third threw tho American and French reserves in for a
smashing counter- - attack at tho weakest point of the enemy' line.'
Ilo'liml
uniting only until
America's strength on the baulo
lino sl"ltl reach a hIii(. where it
NWIII1K tllC IKMKlllluill of IIMIIIMVU--r
over to tlir sido of llio nllles.
THAT MOMENT HAS NOW
A It HI V ICI). The allies arV
stronger Hum tJic Germans.
Foch, whom Joffre himself declared
to be "the greatest
strategist in
has for his motto the word"
His strategy consists in carefully husbanding his men when ho Ie
outnumbered, falling 'back whero necessary, hut never allowing his lino to
bo pierced. At tho
opportuno moment

G.

0. P. STATE

FREE-FOR-A-

LL

WCIL emUUPMNDlim TO MOHNIHd JOO.N.LI
Ranta Fe, July 24. The cnnf.-rnheld In Ranta Fe by United States Ron.
utor A. B. Full, Governor W. K. IJnd-an- d
a few other men of
ence wno happened to ho in promin
Santa l'o,
resolved itelf into a, discussion
ovw
Ihe advisability of
calling a special
to enact
TZtn 0t laws to
enable
men of voting age in the New Mexico
active ser-Mto cast their ballots at
the November election. Sonntor
u ,.i,
posted as to the attitude of the federal
government and how fur it is Inclined
10 go in assiHtlng and
safeguarding the
casting of the ballots, while Governor
Lindsey had classify and synopsized
the answers of forty-seve- n
state 'governors and the laws already,
passed
ui BuggBniea 10 De passed to extend
franchise privileges to men In famT,a
cantonments and the trenches.
Politically, there
of candidates. .Direct, expression was
given to tne nope that if there .were
no '"preferred''' candidate s. In rant
that it were better- if there were no
candidates at all and every delegate
come Into the1, state convention free
from pledges and entangling alliances.
Of course, there is no doubt of the
renonilnatlon pf Senator Fail, but outside there woiald be W' slate and the
delcgatfs con Iff counsel among each
b
that TlsrWdmcnC
other-Wfltrt-

fte

Others, imitating Diamond in color combination, have
failed to pass the strenuous tests of quality demanded by
actual service. They imitated color ony Diamond quality
they could not duplicate.
Thus always tcith imitations!

chief of

i

America Gives Foch
an Army to Deliver
War's Biggest Blow
(liy

March,

break-throug-

cf

h

.,--

i

d

might demand. There will be no doubt
over tho main features of the
platform
either, which will call for an unremitting fight on autocracy until complete victory is won In tho field.
No date for tho convention
was
arrived at, but the disposition lH to
have the democrats meet and nom
lnate first.

TAXES

APPORTIONED
STATE AUDITOR
TO VARIOUS

PCCIAL

Santa

COftftMPONDCNlK

FUNDS

TO MOIININ

JOUftNAU

Fe, July 24. State Auditor
V. G. Sargent today
apportioned 1911
to 1916 taxes received to date to scale
down deficiencies in last year's ap.

propriation.
The current school fund was enriched by $.1,648.33; chartiablo institutions fund received $1,094.31; state
fund
highways
$2,408.08; salary
$5,4279; university $1,792.34; agricultural college $S:!S. 51;' school of
mines $716.94; military'
institute
$657.28; Las .Vegas normal university
$1,075.41; Silver City normal $227.17;
i

,

deaf and dumb school $717.20; blind
insane
$537.70;
asylum
asylum
$597.36;
L$l,792.34; reform , school
museum
miner's hospital $2'l!t.l6;
$239.16; penitentiary $2,000.
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The Helping Hand.
of Electricity
1

i

i

E

1

Toiling, toiling,

toiling-ceaseles-

sly,

day and night

Electricity is everywhere helpin- gTo supply our armies in France- -'
To offset our loss in labor-- To

run our factories, our farms, our railroads, our steamships
This same Electricity that Is helping the nation will help you, individually. . You need it in your work, your business, your home.
It will quicken your methods, increase your efficiency and make 01
i
individually, a power with which the enemy must reckon
--

ALBUQUERQUE GAS & ELECTRIC CO.

Gouraud's
mm.

of a freight train, holding her
baby in one uliu part of tho way
She said her husband
to Omaha.
present,'
mistreated her.
She was wearing overalls and said
WOMAN RIDES RODS
she had been employed In tho I'nlon
HOLDING HER BABY Pacific shops. ,Slie expected to go to
work here as an engine wiper but her
IN M"ANIN
husband arrived today and they wore
JOURNAL
SPCCIAL LCASf
Wldtt
reconciled.
Omaha, Neb., July 21. Mrs. Myrtle No:i I, 25 years old, of Cheyenne,
Wyo., arrested here, in men's clothJournal wants brin results
ing last night, said she "rode the rods"
least the end of the war might l e said
to bo clearly in sltrlit, if hot actually

MORNIN4 JOURNAL)

New York, July 24. Tho statement
that British labor Is behind Premier
Lloyd George In his recent declaration that Germany "can have peaco
tomorrow" if she will accept President Wilson's formula for the future
government of tho world, Is contained
In a message to the American people
from George X. Harnes, labor representative in the British war cabinet.
Tho message, made public through
the British conference for labor and
democracy, follows:
"Although there has been no specific declaration by any prominent labor leader on the subject of tho prims
minister's address to tho American
troops' on July 6, tliero can be no
doubt that his endorsement of the
war aims us laid down by Breldent
Wilson has met with general approval throughout labor ranks In Great
Britain.
How Kaiwr Cuii lluvo IVacc.
"Tho principal journals, both of
London and of the provincial press,
have stated that they welcome the emphatic words and tho prime minister
declared that tho kalsor might have
peace tomorrow if he would but accept
President Wilson's formula for tho
government of the world.
"It Is generally felt that If tho allied
statesmen could make as clear to the
German people as President Wilson
has made it throughout the war, and
as Mr. Churchill did in such striking
language on Independence Day that
Germany's existence ns an organized
state would be as safe In the hands of
a league, of nations as the existence of
Great Britain and tfio United States,
the war might be shortened by
months if not by years.
".'Even the most 'extreme pacifist
press has nothing worse to suy of tho
announcement of the prime minister
than it was belated, and that had it
been made last year, the opportunity
an opportunity
punce
of making
which exists wholly in tho minds of
the peace at any price press might
not have been lost.
Workers Approve Plans.
"But It may bo said without exaggeration that tho general mass o( the
working classes of this country, while
there has been np definite statoment
to that effect, have tactlfully approved
the plans of the prime minister since

h,

'

Black Tread

Red Sides

Ali

weather

.

Ofettni' cmbaasy.-

AKRON, OHIO

the announcement of tho war ministOE WILSON er in January last, closely followedWil-by
the announcement of President
son and ugain by tho declaration of
War aims of the British labor par.'.v.
"Tho subject has been to a largo
Workers in Great Britain Are extent regarded as one upon which
in Full Accord With Formula all reasonable men vto agreed, if
the central powers will only state tlrt
Laid Down by President, Is they are prepared to meet this triple
announcement of war uiiis which are
held by the entente countries, then at
Report Received,

complexion

-

1' itotarifllhl'

the Diamond Rubber Co,

BOND-DILLO- N

The Outdoor Gal
Protect the skinnd

July 24. Dr.
former German Imperial vice
chancellor, has) been appointed Germany's diplomatic rf prcsentatlve at
euter disMoscow,1' according to a
I
y
patch ffom Amsterdam.
An Amsterdam'dispatch to the wireless press, savs that Dr. Helfferlch wHl
take two battalions of German troopst
London,

The Superior quality of Diamond Inner
Tubes has never been imitated

SUPPORTS PEACE

.

Helf-feric-

Motorists who drove on Diamonds in 1917 and previous years demand Diamond mileage again in such numbers that our factories are taxed to capacity.
For "Better Than Average Mileage at Less Than
Average Cost," see a Diamond Distributor.

BRITipi

HELLFEpiCH IS NAMED
;
MINISTER TO MOSCOW
!
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Aisnc-Marn-

v.len he considers bis opponent weak
enough at any point of his line to
mako a
possible, he
V,iu ,.,,.!
tt, f, ,
tvill,
maud, aiming to smash tho German
line and flank it from two sides.
This was the s'.r.it-g- y
he employed
I and
on the Marne in
again in1 tho
first battle of Yprcs. H has been
criticised as an action of the moment
only, without any definite plan behind
it, hut it saved J'uris in 1914 and made
Foch generalissimo of the allied forces.
This is the plan the majority of the
allied critic s now believe Foch is putting into operation.
The battles of the next few days
will tlccidft whether the attack was the
beginning of Fooh's great push or
k to harrast
merely a counter-att- i
the Gc rmuns and force them to slacken their thrust for Uheims.
If it. is Hie former, (lie assault
on the Sois-on- s
front must bo ro
gardcil lis only a small part of the
grainiest operation of the war.
The attack will bo extended over tho
whole front from the sea to tho Swiss
border.
The British army under Field Marshal Ilaig will hurl itself at the Germans from Ypres as far south-a- s
Montdidier. Tho French and American
armies under Gen. retain and Gen
Hunter Liggett will widen their offensive between the Aisne and thu
.Marne to an attack on the whole front
between Soissons nnd Verdun.
And on the extreme southern end'of
the linc.probably under personal command of Gen. Pershing, the American
forces who are holding the lino in Alsace will coniiii'iice their drive to the
Rhine.
This is the great plan which has
been in 'preparation for months.
Tho Idow will fall with all the force
the allied commanders can muster behind it.
IT WILL I5K Till', GHKATINT
THK UOKI.l) HAS
, HAITI)!
KVEH KNOWN.
And unless the military ncurujin of
the world's greatest generals and of
the inter-alliewar council is much
at fault, IT W1M, DltlVF. THK Hl'N
INVAIKI5.S HACK HKOYNI Til ICI IS
OWN HOISDKHS.
wtril.-r.i.-

.

DIAMOND

WlRK)

staff, said today, despite the fact that
fifteen fresh divisions of German
troops have been thrown into the
fighting at Soissons and on tho line
south ot there.
The Germans are f igli t ncr desperately to retain the single railroad line
remaining in their hands, over which
heavy material can be removed as
they retreat. General March said.
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CONVENTION WILL

Drop a little Freczono on an aching
corn, instantly that corn stops hurting,
then you lift it right out. It doesn't
hurt one bit. Yes, magic!
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' Washington, July
of the allied and American forces
e
salient has
around tho
been practically steady for the last

stitution.

FALL'S MISSION HERE

IE

Hurl

Germans

Uoswell, N, M., July 24. After
spending two months in the oast, during which ho visited several of tho
loading military schools of the north
and west. Col. J. W. Willson, superintendent of the New Mexico Militurv
institute, is back at his desk, morej
pleased than ever with the local in"Our plant is equal If not better
than any like Institution in any state
which
I visited," declared Colonel
Willson.
"It would not be polite to
mention names of the schools which
I visited, and and whero I was extended every courtesy,
nut careful inspection, with a view to gaining new
Ideas for use in the New Mexico Inst ituto convinced
mo that v.
are
years ahead of tho time with our
School. When tho mess hall and Luna
Memorial building, now being built,
are finished, wo will have a magnificent plant, and entirely coinpleto In
every respect with tho exception of
an administration buildlne and hospital, which buildings we must erect
during the coining year.
"I am proud to say that N. M. M. I.
has more than 300 men now in the
tint ion's service graduates and
They hold rank from major
down, scattered in all branches of the
war, the signal, aviation, field artillery, infantry, cavalry and quartermaster. Glowing letters received from
them tel of the value to the boys of
tho military training they received at
our school, and as a result of which
they have been ablo to hold their own
and to win repeated commendations
from their commanding officers."

f

Fresh Troops
Aro
but
Into Fray
Powerless
to Stem' Forward Sweep of

Superintendent of State School
More Enthused Than Ever
'After Visiting Schools' id the
North and West.
fftPtCIAL

.'fit

pSk
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York

"At Your Service"'

I

SIX
INDEPENDBNT

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday, July 25, 1918
Air Dreadnaught That Will Fly Across Atlantic

as near like actual war as it is possible
to make it.
liritish and French officers and
officers have come
to this country to Instruct new American increments in the detail of milPublishes by th
itary business ns it is practiced, in
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO. modern warfare, The American draft
divisions have undergone
nearly, a
Wmtern RfprMentaMv
year of intensive training, and they
C J. ANDEltSON,
are ready to go into action almost as
hUrqustU Bldg.. Chicago, IU,
soon as they arrive in France.
Eastern Representative
A number of these divisions have
RALPH R. MULLIGAN,
East l:nd Street, New York.
already gone and more are going and
s
""Entered as
matter at the more are in training. The effect these
pnitntrire of Albuquerque, N. U., under Act Americans already have had is reCohki-os1,
1879,
of
of March
""Earner circulation thaViTny other paper flected in the forward movement of
In New Mexico.
The only paper In New the allies the past two- weeks. They
Mexico Indued every day In the year.
have not only stopped the German adI
TUHMS OK SUBSCRIPTION:
but they' have wrested the initiPally, by carrier or by mall, one month. .Tflc vance,
.
Yearly, In advance
...,$7.M ative from the enemy.
A front view of the giant
TO' SUBSCRIBERS.
NOTICH
The allied people have put their bombard Kerlin. Ten thousand duplicates of
Susscribera to the Journal when writing faith in
General
Foch.
With the cities and end the war, says W. II. Workman,
e
to have their paper changed to a new
m must be sure to give the old address. necessary men available Jic will bring with the 14 men standing around its wheels.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circuvictory to the allied arms. The men
lation rating than la accorded to any other are now available, and we are
getting
paper In New Mexico." Tha American
them to Fiance in unbelievable numNewspaper Directory.
O
O bers.
MEMBER OF TT7H ASSOCIATED I
The president's prediction that this
Jt'tt rjfo.
would be tho decisive year of the war
The Associated Press Is nclualvely
entitled to the use for republication
appears already to have been fulfilled.
of all news credited to It or not other
Hut decisive does not mean final. Alwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
though it seems certain the tide has
at last turned in favor of the allies,
THE! JORNAL tk
and print ff
close military observers do not look
sixty nours ana tnirty minutes or. exclusively Associated Press leased wire
for an overwhelming defeat to Gerservice each week. No other newsmany before the summer of 1!H0.
paper published In New Mexico takes
(Copyright, Hi IS. tho New York Herald
mure than twenty-fou- r
hours of As
Souie set the dale for even farther
(Copyright. Canada, by tho New
sociated press service during a week.
away.
d
O
AN

NKWoPAFalsTi

hospital establishment of General Hospital No. )0, known as the Fox Hill.
Clearing Hospital, at Staten Island, N.
Y. It is a
frame structure, lf.G'
feet long by twenty-fou- r
feet wide.
When work was begun in the morning not. a post hole had been dug and
no other preparations were made beyond that which is always done beforo
work begins on a building. The four
corner posts only had been set to indicate the extreme dimensions of tho
building. Considerable of tho lumber
for use on the building was on tho
spot, but none was cut to size and all
trimming and cutting was done whilo
the work was in proariss.
Promptly at seven o'clock 1"0 laborers under two foremen began to
dig the post holes. At noon the roof
had been finished and nil windows had
been fitted. At 5:38 tho last nail was
driven.
The building was fully wired: the
lights ready to be switched on; water
was running in the pipes; all tho radiators had been set and hand extinguishers were hanging on tho wall
when the building was reported

jtenal

morning
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II, and Dr. Rumely had arranged a
nice llttlo chute, carefully greased,
down which he proposed to slide me.
I didn't want to slide.
It was not
that I valued or enjoyed my job par- tiailarly a job as a job has never1
appealed to me very strongly and
have gone along nicely for years at a
time without a job. But to step out at
that time didn't appeal to, mo as a
sporting thing to do.
e
(In the next article Mr.
tells how Dr. Kumely's activities began to arouse tho interest of
the Secret Service.)

TODAYS
Amazing Story of Dr.
(MKOTET
Rumely, An American,
Who Became a German
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with "conspiring'' against him. Not
Tress despatch tells
To a newspaper man tho most in- as many times, I ani sure, as wo saved
of an American soldier in the recent teresting and lie funniest things that him from costly mistakes or blunders
3IOT(Hl TIH'CK KXMiEKS.
battle who, while bringing in prison- happened during hr. liumely's control that would have made, tho paper riof the Evening Mail were events in- diculous.
ers, recognized in one
the captives volving the technique and practice of
Mr. iJirkr a Siring Ally.
Tho constantly extending use of his brother who
and I
had been impressed newspaper, making rather than the
For a long time .Mr. l.arke
motor trucks for transporting express into the
of
of
manifold
manifestations
a
had
a
point.
German army.
ally in .Mr,- S. Walter
strong
Ho is one
view on his
that was
an! light freight in the eastern slates,
Kauffman, the lawyer who representprisoner who is likely to prove valu- hut neutral. partshall try to anything
resist as ed the. controlling interest in the Evewhich hud its .origin in the demands able
to tho American commanders.
far us possible the inclination to ning Mail. Mr. Kauffman always
put, upon the regular traffic lines hy
burden this narrative with tales of
to this interest as "my clients;"
the war, Indicates that express motor
technical blunders and absurdities naturally. 1 never asked him who they
SI'liASIIIXtJ
THE KAISF.K.
that would have wrecked the property were. His clients, however, wore aptrucks have come to stay. The war's
even as the M. Kuniely Company had parently interested ft first in putting
ending will not diminish their use.
it not been for--- a
the Evening Mail on a paying basis,
Tho indorsement
by Charles M. been wrecked had
The railroads were needed to their Schwab,
steady inflow of new capital. Lui'l for a year or si, until he went
director general of tho constant,
he not only
i,
It was the same story over again, of :To Germany in
full capacity to handle the unprece- emergency fleet
position
corporation, of the nn effort to impose a. mass of new and ) backed up every
dented freight
munitions
supplies,
or myself
Mr.
l.arke
or
ideas
old
were
taken
Ideas
either
untried
by
that
sutrgistion of shipworkers that ,abor
and so on which has boon moving
hud
been
discarded
and
Dr.
to
in
experdesires,
Kuniely's
by
opposition
Day be made the occasion for another ienced
newspaper men on a business but apparently was in a position V,
eastward in nn ever growing stream wholesale launching of
indiis
ships
that wasn't strong enough to stand enforce his decisions upon Dr. Rume-- I
since the war began. Truck growers, cative of
I think the books of the Mai!
(lie close cooperation Mr. them.
After his returii from Germany
ly.
orthardists and others who had per- Schwab has found at tho hands of the nnnd Express Company will bear me his
in this respect seemed to
out in the assertion that if Dr. Home- have power
ishable commodities to ship to market workers.
been curtailed; certainly he exly had carried out his oft repeated ercised far less control over the In
were the hardest hit, for, with ull
The country may not feel too much threat to go to Germany, and had
affairs of the Kvening Mail
trains loaded with priority war orders, gratitudo toward the men who arc stayed there for a year, the news- ternal
he had formerly wielded.
would have made a profit in '.ban
paper
they had no chance whatever. Farmbe gathered from tho forebuilding .the ships. Ships are one of 191t! instead of a loss of $ 150,000 or
ers, likewise, suffered, because they tho most Important
life on the Evening Mail
that
going
so.
in
the
adjuncts
a bed of roses. It
not
was
exactly
could not. move their crops.
in
as
the
the
of
Just
management
nation's war plant. That the disaf
ot
I. a Porte, l")r. was not. And in t lie editorial end
at
company
Homely
A partial solution
to their diffi- fection and bickerings which marked
living the term In its broad
in the Kvening Mail scattered the paper
J'umely
culties was found in tho motor truck the attitude of tho men at tho begin- new ideas right, and left, demanding sense of including news, "features"
express, but it was not until they had ning of the fleet corporation's work their instant execution, expecting im- and all other n a rling matter the
W::s ftii'th,
complicated by
wasted months In an effort to make have disappeared is accountable in no mediate results and deftly slipping the aproblem definite
blame to others for their failure.
resposihility, first to
very
the railroads carry their goods that small degree to Chairman Hurley and Those who refused to bo made the Anierha and American principles and,
Mr. Schwab.
"goats" wro promptly and bitterly second, to the readers of the newsthey turned to this expedient.
of conspiracy to undermine paper. Wiih Dr. llmuely's consent
Now' tho farmers of New Kngland
What those two men have, done accused
his authority of failure to "follow hud pledged the paper to the' support
havo discovered that they are better with ono of 'the greatest organizations
through" or of inability to do team of tho president in his foreign policies.
cared for by tho motor truck lines of workmen in the country is not work. And as in the liumely comDr. Uuinely had assured Mr.
pany, the place was infested with
and mel(hat the paper was to
than they were by the railroads. They among tho least accomplishments of constant
en
procession of "experts." Apgot their wares to the city more ex- tho war." They hate pretty well es- parently any one who could speak lo neutralon and we had joined tho Wu
that representation.
terprise
exto
bo
an
German
and
claimed
the
tablished
in
fact
in
and
that
the
commanders
consumer
th
peditiously,
quickly discovered that "neutral
in anv phase of tho jointing or very was
a word susceptible of more
city receives them more expeditiously. the navy or army, men accustomed to pert"
business could gain and ity"
publishing
than one interpretation. It would he.
The goods do not lie in a depot until military discipline and red tape, are hold the doctor's enr and
a trial
get
for instance to accept the
unneutral
the freight agent happens to get not as competent to handle large for his scheme.
conclusions of tho Itrycc report on
of
Movie
.MuKa.ii'o,
llrcam
bodies
civilian
time to send out notices by mail to
of
workers as arc men
but it was perThe Evening Mail had for many German atrocities,
to denounce Great
neutral
Instead tho goods arej schooled in industrial lines.
consignees.
years phblishcd an illustrated Satur- fectly
The men, too, have come forward day magazine supplement; It was, I Hritain for that nation's "interfer-ne-e- "
delivered directly.
with American commerce!
,
and
in-met the test with as much eager- believe, tho originator of the SaturThe motor exprctfn linos have
1
Activities on IMiloi'hil I'sge.
as
so
New
far
idea,
supplement
day
creased tho national food supply hy ness and patriotism as have the men in York city is concerned, at least. Firs'
I cannot say that I was, surprised to
that Dr. Kumely's conception
furnishing regular transportation for any branch of war work. The en came along a motion picture "expert." discover
l
r.ility was made in Germany.
farm products, and have stimulated thusiasm displayed by men in the who pirsnniUd the doctor that he of
di;
His
closure to me of his German
convert the Saturday magazine
the farmers' efforts where such trans- shipbuilding yards on the Pacific could
into a Hint ion picture
and viewpoint had been so complete that
weekly
coast at the "splash tho Kaiser' make $100,000 a year with it. He I had expected nothingk else; I was
portation was available.
They hava saved tho farmer tho fiesta on the Fourth of July makes It didn't that goes without paying. surprised only at his apparent lack of
a gentlrman of Austrian birth
fineness in ids effort to Germanize the
need of driving to town, thereby in- clear that they are doing their share Then
I have forgotten the name but the Evening Mail. To Mr. McClure,
creasing his time on the farm and and more.
the situation as it quickly develmemory of his personality will linger
long was Introduced by Dr. Itumely oped came as a surprise and a shock.
partly compensating for the shortage
'
as tho "expert." who would, put the His regard for Dr. Rumely was affecof labor.
THE TK TUMBLE
Motion Picture Mail on its feet. Ho tionate, almost
It grieved
The prime requisite for motor truck
had made a great sin cess with illus- him to the heart paternal.
tft soe a dozen letters
German submarines have struck trated weeklies in Iterlin and Munich! to the editor Justifying
Even long
express is good roads.
the. sinking of
This "exie rt" made himself such a the I .usi ti nia, for example printed on
hauls in the country over which again. This time an undersea raidei
head tho same
nuisance that one
with one of his own
highways are kept in first rate con- sank Sunday is tho sum of their after another serveddepartment
notice on Pr. decidedly page
editorial articles,
dition.
Perhaps one of the longest about Gloucester fishing schooner Humely that either he would have to For very early, within a few days after
hauls in tho countrl over which "I'.obert and Richard" off the south resign or the man from Vienna must control of (lie paper passed, Dr. Itumekeep away from him. .Finally the ly assorted his personal control of the
freight has been transported for sev- eastern coast of Maine. This, with "expert"
disclosed his great scheme
page and began to dictate
eral years, first by horses, then by the coal barges tho same submarine for giving the Motion Picture Mall a editorial
not only the subjects and tenor of
ho would print
motor, is that from Silver City, x. M., sank Sunday is tho sum o ftheir million circulation
articles, but the character of
tho photograph of a nudo woman on editorial
to the Mogollon mines, ninety miles. achievements so far reported.
matter appearing on the page.
tho front cover of every issue; that other
Mr.
McClure
It may le expected that the com- was the way they did it. in Germany
If this state were to improve its
protested to the doctor
and again, and I was not silent.
Exit also, after a again
Exit expert.
will remain in
highways as they should bo improved mander of the
the Motion Picture Mail. No- More than once Mr. McClure threatthere would be a number of other these waters for some time. Ho prob- while knows
exactly how much money ened to take his name down from the
body
to
towns linked together by comparativeably realizes that should he return
Tills
was lost on it, Everyone on whom head of the editorial page.
brought Dr. Humely into line
ly quick transportation which how Hremen, or wherever his base may be Dr. Itumely tried to "wish" the re- usually
a
few
f"r
name
McClure
for its publication
days, for tho
In Germany, and report to his su- sponsibility
have to depend on slow horse stages.
ns much grave as pos- was a valuable asset in tho effort to
In any case, tho country generally, periors the bagging of four coal sible in witli
As near establish in the public mind tho Im
tho circumstanced.
particularly the thickly srttled,' fine barges and a fishing schooner, he as I was ever able to make omt by a uicjjsion that the paper was actually
neutral in intent and purpose. I gave
highwayed regions of the east, will would havo ridieulo heaped upon hit comparison and averaging of three
sets of figures, each Mr. Aid hue such help and
never return to the railroads for the bead and threats of dismissal from totally different
as
was ablo to render, although
purporting to represent the actual
financial status of the weekly, it waf the editorial page was In theory en
transportation of light freight and ex tho admiral.
.
Such forays will do nothing toward not losing more than $l,f00 a week, tirely outside the limits that had been
press.
.
when it was discontinued.
set for my personal activities.
In the
winning tho war for Germany, If the
Effort rv l"rint NewsnnixT. It was on the
beginning, however,
be
were
Germans
sportsmen, it might
About the only mail the government
Leaving all question of German pro- editorial page alone that Dr. Rumely
consideration for the foensst it bint attention.
has not curtailed in Its recent order is concicTed that tho danger of being paganda out of was
a decided and
moment, there
Cne of the surest means or keeping
tho congressional Iterord and other ruptured, giving zest to their activities conscious effort from the beginning,
the paper on the'Straight course, I bein
were
tho
American
waters,
explanon the part of those charged with refreely distributed documents from the
v!is to man it as far as pos
Hut they are not sportsmen sponsibility for tho different depart- lieved,
ation,
government printing office,
sible with men .whose Americanism
Therefore tho psychology of thoil ments of the newspaper, to make it could nn( V questioned; men, too,
of which no one ever reads.
tho best newspaper possible under ths when
maneuvers must go unexplained.
double handicap of the doctor's med- take a could get them, who would
vigorous stand in opposition t'i
dling Inefficiency and ,ho stigma ol any erfort
RKNKK.Mi IXKII'S IIOI'K.
to pervert their viewpoint.
which Iiad to be met There
1IIXTS OF I'KACT.
were many such, I soon foun'd,
and overcome at every turn. There
The wish expressed !v General
on
the staff of the Mail.
already
was the best team work. I have ever
Staff
Rumori yesterday that the German seen In any organization.
Wholn fitxxl Men.
'Foch, reported- - ia yesterday's desIt was not a large staff, but exeent
Mr. Lamhin, the first business manforeign office was making veiled peace
patches, that he would havo two
a
under tho new regime, had re- for few "pensioners" such as every
lion American soldiers available In advances through the Spanish govern- ager
fused from the beginning to consider newspaper that has tee long under
to
as
ment
bo
sum
tho
before
may
France
having
more than n three months' engage- one management accumulates, it was
Interpreted
ending of the
mer's campaign found a reassuring do with tho German government's ex- ment; ho hail committed himself te athegooq staff of capable craftsmen In
aris arir) trades that enter into the
concern before we found
echo in Secretary of War Baker's
planation (which it is preparing bo- - another
him. He brought trt ns his siiecessoi manufacture of a modern newspaper.
reto
their
recent
relative
A
few
General
forehand)
Mr. George H. Uarke,: an extremely
supplemented by
who did not fit Into the scheme
place of things wero let out, with reirret.
March, that our men are Koing for- verse between tho Aisne and, Maine able and efficient man for the
One or two were dismissed with less
Mr.
Larkf
The
between
ward "in a constantly increasing rivers...
and his
and myself and my regret. These places wero filled, so
It is not unlikely that when the 'staff was staff
siream to Europe."
continuous and complete far as
was ablo to 'get them, with
When
of
becomes
din
the
a
clamor
the
question was one betweer newspaper men whom I had known
people
"it does not require much figuring,
and
of
Interests
best
the
tho
paper
and
worked with for years.
I was
when one knows that nearly three and their demands for an answer to some ruinous or
to build up a tight, fighting orimpractical order
hunlrcd thousand men have been the big WHY is no longer to bo put from Dr. Ttumelv there was no ques- trying
Americans
ganization
of
that
puretion where our duty lny. Dr. Rumely could, if necessary, present a united
transported from America In a single off the- German government wltT say was
organi-tzalon- ,
tho
head
the
nominal
of,
an
to
effort has been made
front against any German assault.
them that
month, to arrive at the conclusion
the
providing that the Whatever the source
Dr. Rumely'a
that there will bo at least another to suspend hostilities with u view of
should
the executive. money, whatever the of. interest
to be
million men sent over by October or talking peace, but that the enemy re- Wo were both officers and director? served, l belloved that the best posthe
on
of
and
the
however,
to
to
fuses
company,
will
listen. It
be explained
sible way to defoat German propaganNovember,
books a
stock interest was held, da was
to
It as difficult as posIn the first months of the war not the long suffering BUbJects that there not in Dr.large
name, but in that sible for itmake
fttimcly's
to accomplish Its cnis.
all the men who crossed were ready is nothing to do but go on with the of Walter I,yon.
t
Naturally,
wag not always eXsy to
not know Walter Iyon
to go Immediately In the fighting fight, because the allies intend to crush amWenotdidsure
In get good newspaper men to work on a
met
once
him
I
but
of existence.
was publielly tinder susareat a large proportion of them hav- -' their nation out
I)r. Rumely' rooms nt the Manhattan paper that
I would
This has been the favorite sop ' and
we did not know whether he picion of
ing to undergo additional training on
have
defeated th very purpose I was
thrown to the people for the past two represented himself or somebody else.
the other side. "It must be remembereto
It.
was of
I
serve to reveal
director trying
will At any rate as corporation
d", bxwever, that during our first years." How much longer they
was to the stockholders first, course under suspicion among those
our
duty
on what the Ger- to say nothing of our duty to our own who did not know.mt, having come
year of the wa many division have swallow it depends
an newspaper, men. I do into.ths orsanlzatlen with Dr. Rumely.
to0 accomplish
jpWtton.
been going through a process of train- - man archie are able
not know how many times Dr. Rume-l- y It soon became j apparent that men
few months, ;
tb
next;
within
this
In
ntonmcnta
theC
country
in
nd ' myscll wnora i Drought into t.neprganusaiion
Inf
charge r:i Mr, arke
(
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tho Handley-- 'age. which will fly across the. Atlantic when the Allies get ready to send a fleet of planes to
this air monster, built in tho United States, could cross the ocean in 60 days, bombard dozens of German
American representative of the Handle,y-ragLtd., of England. Note tho size of the plane in comparison

super-blplaVi- e,

.

It.

r,

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

tiifyn

ASK AO ST,
vet KHOWS

Bear
re suspected by Dr. Rumely of being unfriendly to him, ijuitc naturally, too, I shspected every man whom
he proposed as a member of the staff
of being
Not all of these suspicions, I have
since learned, wero well founded. Hut
nobody who saw the procession of unmistakably Teutonic Join na lists anil
that marched in and
out cf Dr. Riimcly's private office
daily could have had any doubt that
newspaper on this
every
sldo of tho Atlantic lia.l got the Up
that the Mail had passed into German
we

hands,

No Subtlety at First.
Was at first nono of tho
Ihat.wJis later displayed, as public sentiment grow more and more bitter against Germany, in slipping the
thought on the editorial
nnup of the Mail. There are two wavs
of influencing public opiirion; ono is
the direct method, the other by means
of siigg stion and innuendo.
Propaganda with a brass band is not especially dangerous; it is tho sort of propaganda that emulates the porch
climber or second story worker that
docs the mischief. You can't impair
tho public morale to any appreciable
extent if you label your tuess ige'This
is German propaganda."
It may
ln:t It doesn't
please the Germans,
harm the Americans. So, as far as I
was aide to rlo so I saw that tho
"Made in Germany" tag was attached
to everything of an openly
character that could not be kept out of
tho paper.
Dr. Rumely was continually producing documents of huge volume, translations of books and essays by German
scholars and handing them to me for
Some of
publication in tho Mail.
them I was able to shelve; others. 1
convinced him, w)ore of no value.
once In a whilo tnero was something
that conkl not be suppressed by either
method.
First llulky Hun lropaganda.
Dr. Itumely handed me ono day n
Is'il ky manuscript written hy his friend,
Dr. von
the mnn
whom th socialists of Freiburg helped
to put Into the Reichstag during Dr.
Rnmrly's student days. It was entitled, I believe, "The Freedom of tho
Sens."
It was the sort of German
argument that Germans love, voluminous, detailed and interminably dry,
T rend it
carefully. I cmibl not imagine it influencing a single American
except adversely to the German
claims. Indeed, it was hard to Imagine an American reading it. anyway.
It might please the Germans- n't any
e
rate, it could injure nobody, itut
it went into the paper 1 put the
"Made in Germany" tag on it in an
introduction which was calculated to
warn Americans that it was merely
propoganda stuff.
It wa an awftij waste of white
paper, and it pleased Dr. namely so
much that ho had several thousand
copies of It printed in pamphlet form.
They. were to be sold on the newsstands for ten cents a copy. I never
saw them after the Mail moved into
its new bullrlrffg, a year and more
later, but the piles and bundles oi
Dr. von
essaj
Muttered the passageways leading tc
Dr. Kumely's office for a year,
I never heard of nn American reading 'the essay, hut a few nights later
Louis, the Bavarian head waiter in m,y
favorite restaurant, complimented me
on the wonderfully "neutral" artlclef
,
in the Mail!.
Much that was printed in the Mail
at that time would have passed unnoticed in any other newspaper.
The
German tag had been tied to th
German
paper, jind
propaganda war
read into some of th most
or at least genuinely neutral
things that were published! And as
time went on it became inpreasingly
difficult to keep even the news pages
of the Mall tree "from the insidious
efforts to Germanize the whole pub-

There

Schultzo-Gaevnlts-

Itl'll.n HOSPITAL l A DAY.
Under the direction of the construcd
tion division of the army, a
hospital ward was recently erected
and made ready for occupancy in ten
hours and thirty-eigminutes.
The building is an addition to the

Magazine says:
"Twelve hundred .colored drafteii,
men went down one winter night to
Camp Upton.
They arrived in the
It wa9
dark about eleven o'clock.
Many of thd
raining and freezing.
And
men were without overcoat's.
they were soft, having been waiters,
clerks and in other indoor occupations,
They .arrived in camp soaked to tho
skin, tired nnd hungry. Were they
No.
cursing and grumbling?
They
came In singing:
" 'Good-bLenox Avenue;
Hello,
Berlin!' .And their melodious negro
voices rarest out in cheerful defiance
to the angry night, to the hard life beforo them, and to the possible death
that awaited them! That's the stuff
that is in Americans and it is war
that is bringing it out."

lication.
,Mr. Mcflnrc Goes to Ktirnpc
Tiy the end of 1915, 8ix months ufter
the Mail had changed hands, Mr. McClure had given up the fight and was
on his way to Europe with Henry
Ford and the peace party In the Oscar
Many School Children are Sickly .

Mothers who vnliw tliuir own comfurt sud Uiu
welfiue of their children, should never he tvilti-o- nt
aboiof Mothur tiruy's Kweet Ponders for
Children, fur use throuliout Hie season. They
Hn-iiup Colds, Believe Pcvorishnes?, Congtina-tto- n.
Teething uisorders, Headache and Htotntich
Tronbles. l enl bymotherforS0yer. TtlKHE.
I'OWPKKS NKVBK 'AH Jkll Dciig MIoresA
.". ixu' flv)f y tilnttitutit Maniple FKEli, "
Mother ttrajr Co,, hi Boy. N.V,
Addrcae,
, .,
- A, ' :j"

"Why?"
"So that they can steal submarine

bases."

MORE DEADLVTHAN

-

DOG'S

MAD

A

BITE

Th" bitp nf a raMd (l"f7 i no Umerpr rlfnilty,
'luo to tho now famous iVtstftir Tn?fiiniont,
but the ultiw. llvlntr
thn rnsultnnt
piij.iuninjj of the system hy flrally tirlo
ns surf and Inrvftal'lc- n day follow nijslit.
No othpr nt'rj'nns of tho human horiy ara
so important to health making- a the kiil- nojB Hri(t bl;nlrlor. Kpcp ymir kidneys chan
and your Madder fn work Inf; condition nnd
Or n't try,
you need hflvn nofoar of d1wasn.
Tt Is a cruel master,
to client n;i"Miro.
rhcn-- f
ever you experience backache, nervousness,
rilffirultv in pasfdnir urine, "pet on the job."
Your kidneys and bladder require Immtvliato
attention. Don't delay. Thin in the time to
take the bull by the horns. GniAt M 101 A L,
Haarlem OH Cupsulrs will do tho trick. Knr
over two hundEed years they have proven
meritorious in the treatment of diffosMfs of
tho stomacir. kidneys, liver and bladder. It
ia ft world-fameremedy. In use as a household necesity for over L'"0 years.
If you have ben doetorlna" without rsults.
pet a box nf C.Of.D MIS DAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules today.
Youi
sells them.
druggists
Absolutely
guaranteed or money refunded. Hewaro of
imitations. Look for tho name flOLO MED-A- l
on every box.

aii

Tell it through the classified
columns of The Journal. Results are quick and certain.

..
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TO THE JOURNAL

Tob acco Fundi
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco! -

.

rrangmiiDnt Tho Jourm.l KunrantuM to dnMvor,
fly special
two dollar
through an arrani?emnt with tobacco tTmniifacturerH,
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to' our soldiers In
on
tho
to,
France,
way
and
France
The packages (f0c worth of tobacco) are put up In attractive
we put a return powtal card
patriotic packages. In every package
with your name and address ao that you will get word back from
the battlefields from m many soldiers as you subscribe 25 sent
pieces.

'

i

j

...

,

TOBACCO

IS MIGHTY SCARCE

Near the Trenches.
rROM IRVIN COBU'S "PATHS OF GLOBX
"As ,1 recall now, we had come through the gate of he school
house toWhere the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from, the left, which meant from across the battlefront. brought
to our noses a certain Binell which wa already knew full well.
" 'Toti get It,. I see,' said the German officer, who Stood along,
side of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
It as though the scent had been a visible thing. 'That "explains why
tobacco Is so scare with us along the staff back yonder In Lapn.
"All the tobacco which can be spared Is sent to the men in th
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoklpg they
, stand that."
,

No Matter How Small the Amount

t

Send It in.

Our boys are going to need tobacco in great quantities. Fin out
the coupon now Today Is Nona Too Soon and make It generousl
Bring It, or mall it, to Th Journal OKlo.

NEW MEXICO.

THE JOURNAL, ALBUQUERQUE,
Ko pksyNn, I. Fopolar.

eUarettsa kaTtng rstall vain

of Ha,

Its pks.
Popular pipe tobaooo having mall Talus at Ma.
...Be pkg. No,
Pnpslar elfsratta tobaooo having rsta.ll vain of Mo.
tobaooo' having rstall valao
plug ahswlng
)g pks. No. L Popular
'
No. L

I

.... "f

SO.

'.'.,. ;''

with your offsr
In aoanrdane
alcarsttaa to our solslars laarop
X

assloae

Tow Nam
sVtTMt

City
'.'

"Charley, dear," said young Mrs.
Torkins, " havo thought up a witticism for yoq to tell at the club."
"Do I have to tell it?"
"Of course not. Rut you'll miss a
great chance, if yon don't. It's this:
Baseball players ought to bo put into
the navy instead of the army. Go on;
ask me 'Why?' "

SUBSCRIBE' NOW!

'a

n,

TO CAMP.

helping iii nnv.

(Detroit News.)
A question
frequently asked is
"How long will my shotgun last?" or
"How many shots can 1 fire lrom my
rifle or revolver before it wears out?"
It is impossiblCfor anyone to say
just how long a firearm will last because it is Impossible to tell beforehand what kind of care it is going to
yet, and tho care it receives makes all
the difference between inaccuracy between a few hundred shots and a lifetime rft faithful serviqe.
Assuming that they arc cleaned
carefully and consistently a good shotgun will show practically no falling off
In pattern or penetration for probably
well over a hundr"d thousand shots.
A
rifle and a revolver are
both good for thirty thousand or forty
thousand shots. A high power rifle is
good for about threo thousand to five
thousand shots, usually the higher the
velocity tho shorter the lifo of
tliej
'
barrel.
Judging from these facts it would
appear that the higher the pressure
developed hy the explosion the more
wear on the barrel, for the shotgun
de velops the least pressure and tho
high power rifle the most.
A rather interesting sidelight on this
question of barrel life is a determina
tion of the actual length of time to
which a good shotgun barrel is subjected to the fore, and burning effect
of tho powder charge during its life
time., if a hundred thousand shots
are fired from a shotgun the inside of
the barrel is actually exposed to the
flame of tho powder charge for about
four minutes.

Schulze-Gaevernil-
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(Washington Star.)!
writer in the August American
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DURING GREATER
PART OF THE DAY
Prices Harden Toward Closing
Hours; Favorable War News
and Tax Legislation Cheer
Up the Brokers.
JOURNAL fiPKCtAL UteSEO

Win!)

New York, July 24. Stocks moved
unevenly during the greater part of
today's session, traders again exerting
occasional pressure on the limited demand.
Prices hardened
later, the
market closing with a preponderance
of gains.
.Sentiment was again evenly divided
between further favorable war news
advices
and unofficial Washington
which dealt with the course of prospective tax legislation.
Prices wero irregular at the opening. In he afternoon almost steady
"
upward' progress was made.
United States Steel again was the
dominant feature. Fluctuating within
an area of almost two points. Steel
of a point.
losed at a net gain of
Kindred industrials and the general
took their cue
run of equipments
0
from United States Steel. Sales,
c

283,-00-

shares.

were Irregular on broader
Total sales, par value.
Old United States bonds unchanged on call,
Closing prices:
68
American Beet Sugar
41
American Can
American Smelting & Kefining. 7!H4
95
American Tel, & Tel
18
American Zinc
65
Anaconda Copper
85
Atchison .
i
54
Baltimore & Ohio
27
Butte & Superior
18
California Petroleum
150
Canadian Pacific
Bonds
dealings.

Central Leather
Chesapeake & Ohio ..

0 7

56
42
39

Chicago, Mil. & St. Taul
Chino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar
Krie
Oreat Northern Ore Ctfs
Grelit Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs..,.
Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Pertoleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific

45

65
30

I

Beading

'

Ill
98
29
23

.

71
87 "4

.

43

.

23 4
87 tt
. 90 M
. 83
. 23
.149M,

Copper

.

.

Republic Iron & Steel.,
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway..
Texas Company
Union Pacific

.121
.127
.105

Industrial Alcohol.,
United States Steel ......
Utah Copper

TT.

90
52
97
33

..

Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania . ,
.

tY
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Chicago, July 24. Fear of abnormal temperatures ' brought about a
sharp advance In corn today, notwithstanding setbacks due to peace talk.
The market closed unsettled, 2Hc to
net higher with August $1.65
to
to $1.65
and September $1.45
to
and
$1.60'. Oats gained
'
provisions 12c to ,25c.
Reports of frost In Canada' and
Montana, together with predictions
that the mercury would drop to 35 in
North Dakoa drove all other factors
out of sight.' Peace talk was dismissed on the ground that the new terms
were but little different from others
which had already been rejected1, v
!
Oats fluctuated with corn.
;
Strength' In' hogs and ,corn' hiade
provisions ascend. Liberal shipments
of lard tended also to favor the buy-
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Kansas City, July
unchanged.
poultry
-

24.

Butter and

Firsts, 37c; seconds, 32c.

Eggs

CHICAGO PIMI)ICF,.
Market

Tlutter

Chicago, July 24.

unchanged.

Receipts 10,682 cases.

Eggs

wo,k up. A4

28 Vic;

springs,

28 5?

3233c.

--

:

waltretoj.

Mecca

suienwomsu.

WAiTEUCJoilipeliillt

t'lilcngo Uvrstnrk.
Chicago, July 24 Cattle Receipts
Good cattle steady, others
12,000.
dull and uneven; calve fully steady.
Beef cattle, good choice and prime,
$17.00 a 18.35; common and medium,
butcher stock, cows
$11.0017.00;
and heifers, $S7.R0 fi) 14.25- - canners and
cutters, $6.40 7.50; stockers and
feeders, good choice and fancy, $10.50
13.00;' Inferior, Common and mediums, $8. 25 10.50; veal calves, good
and choice, $16.50 017.50.
13,000.
Early sales
mostly 10c higher than yesterday's
best; market now slow and steady al
yesterday's average. Butcher hogs,
$18.7019.15:
light, $1 8.75 1 9.25;
packing, $17.75 18.60; rough, $17.25
17.70; hulk, $18.00ra) 19.10; pigs.
$17.25018.00.
Market
. 6,000.
Sheep Receipts
strong. Native lambs mostly 25c
hlghei4; nq western here;
top natives,
$18.75.
, -- v.
pts

'

WANTED The Jamison Sanltorlum wants
a cook. . ?hono (Hit,
WOMAN
For general hnusework; no oook.
tn. Address Bo 6S, Alhuquerquo.
WANTED Com petenV woman for .
worlt. 724 West Copper, Phone J 148.
and dining room
WA NTlniambcrmirtir
Head a'nd Dolph Sangirl. Phone 24J1-Fltorlum.
WATBSlVT Vor general" hounework and
cars of children: good wages; no cooking,
in South Fourteenth.
('omiietent gfrl or woman tar
WA.NTKD
nc"""
general housewcirK. .Apply
Phono J113-.Mulberr;1.
"girl tor general housework In
WANTKD--..small family. Apply mornings at . LeWison's. 605 Nortn Tentli.
WANTKP "IrPfcir general housework at
Cowles, N. M. Upper Pecos. For particu
lars call at M9 North Recond,
Woman for ijeneral housework;
WANTK1)
sniall family; good pay. Inquire X30 North
A. M.
Fifth street between ten and twelvo
i:Ki;F,ohAHHYrKti7iVri."phy."Boc,kkMPln;.
may bo earned
Boaril room and tuition
n
,
Lo Angeles
Mackay Business ColUc-' '
Fresno.
f
WNTRI "irl for general .. housework;
Call rrtorn-ing- s
small family and .good wag.
between 10 and 12 a. m. 830 North Fifth
.
rhnnci 1264.
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Sheep--Recelp-
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cno."
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uiifurulKliril
13ci0

Nm-tl-

Hecond

j
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F' 'II SAT.K
inlobo
house, with sleeping porch, on
lot containing fruit trees, berries, grapes, etc. A nice home
for a small family.
('If AF!.
MANN, Old Albuquerque, N. M.

III W.
..,M.
riioiie 907.
Fire ami Auto I naiiruiicu.
Notary pot.lli1

III

j
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FOR RENT

Roomt.

,

N

--

Koonm

111

f.nTiallt llouiikeepiiitf,

IllC'.T Moiiern

rurtuslieo

rooms; no
West Control.
FOH KKM- llooios m,, o
Week,"7,atli7
suininer rales; no aick; oyr Oolden Rule
.store.

Full lltiNT
room.

la.S7--

2111

"""r.

Large.
North

S.

"$

y.
(JA

FOR SALIC

Mriscelianeout.

LK

-

Tuaek cui

iaVi'i

Underwood

Uii Task.' p'h.iiw
jc'ror .sale.

Style No.

vm

welf" 7el7triuTiub"(:d
Fifth street, plmno

Typewriter

In Ijrst class cond-

4,

itionCheap.

PrY

THK ECONOMIST

Milt SAl.tv

I'.uby's Ro call, an K""l oh lo w.
Iii77. or cull at J:M s,mt h H,eoiul
loVl.l-'I'ho MiiKel
r'lill
i lie. 'Mi
lllhl other home-holgooils. 215
Noilll Klxth.
I
r
Ftill SAl.K cine white eoaineled Ko-chair and one iiiirmr, 4sxM. AddreHS
Hox 712, WllisloW, Aeis.
i inge
Full SAI.H While Billow biiiiy
u,-'five months, cost $30. and will sell
lilli Nurih Kdllli.
for Hi. Phone 1M4-W- .
INT
)10Ul
-- 0c
per galtcn. Itnofs umier our oaro will
Improve from year to year. We. can put on
a new roof that will
t
as long as ths
I'M., lie

AforUw
I'

ill

SALL

iircMt!r?!oeni

IMPtOlttAl, 11CJU.MS
Nm cleHII
Fort KENT Two furnmlno Iioukir, four
rales by day or week; over Woolworth si
West Central.
ana five rooms. 403 and 4 07 South Seventh ai9
building. The Manno On. 1'hons UW-also two four-roounfurnlahecl liousra at Foil ItE.NT Large front beilroom, modern do Houth Walnut.
409 anil 411vSouUi Wuvcnih. Apply at 2M
liulh
407
pilvute
entrnnce,
adjoining.
KKlhl oarbou root paint auu root oemeiu
'
West Qulcl,
North Flflh street. Private family.
slops leaks: lasts five years. Use Ievoa
FOR
HUNT
ready
paint,, floor paint, Valspar, J
desirable
room
Very
with
Hlghlanon.
Motor car
sleeping porch for light housekeeping. Also niohulr tup Hint scat
Diiiirubiii
(OK KENT
ma4Hi "he bedroom, loo.'i West
water kulsominc, and tie satisfied.
cjoiit
Centralj Phone S24H.
furnished cottage, phono 213II-F. Keleher, 408 W. Ceiitial. Phono 410.
Thus
Foil klCNT Two IdoTTy furnished
bed"
twoTrouni
FOR RENT
coitafe
rooniH. running wiper, close in: no nick;"
with Rlooplnic porch, tola South Walter.
xemieman
,220
surth
Apply
prererred.
'FOR BALK
tVlt KWNT Kour-rooo- l
houB t wo ptl a ane d Seventh.
OKK
Cenirlftural pump and
in porcnei. wacer pant. 114. Plioiin 1583-i- .
Boucn.
motor.
With pmssuro rontroL Apom
FOH
furnlnhi.
ply I). Weinman, care Kconoiulst,
rn i s h oH VoiW7TfTlcvst"im
yi. "tTn iu n
Inqulro 17 South Broadway. Phono 2134-ver: no sick, no children.
KOIf K RNT
"modiTriJ
hnumti FOR ItRNT
Two rooms Mr tight
ousekeiip- near hlKh achooi. phono l'J.VJ-W- ,
uftcr
5 p. m.
ing. Cminado
Aparimenta and furnlslied
WANTED Mkaccriaiieout.
rooms.
411
South
Second,
'Five-rooHK.N'T
furnislicd linuRMT
316 Went lliiaclilino nvcnun. Inciulro au'J Hilt RICNT Three Targe airy rooms Kleep- ing porch and bath. Nicely furtdHhed for
West CJold. Phono 670.
WA.vn.;u--'l'r- t
do lialr work, switch. s," ctcT
hoiipi-leping. Clas and coal ranges. Pcstr-nblf urrdHhed
Iiuuhc
Phono 2217.
roil
6H West Coal.
with
porch. $16 month; Water
HPIji'lAl. rarek iiiuilo u,
and fish lug
paid, f, 'J a Houih Waller.
nighianaa.
parties. Call 1 r.s-.FOIl RENT Varnished houao, threo room
218 South
F'ilt ItKN'T Furnished rooms.
WANTKD
If
you Iieeitcaipenler,"l;uli J?
and Bleepinic porch, $12.50; water paid.
Waller. Phono Sol
R li'irlinir. Phone lf,!" J.
Incpilro 400 South High.
FOR UR,vrZI.'uVnlsnecT rooinT gcnMerntcn
Tltl'NK wanted murt lm Tit lTrliTuiis
101 South Walter.
preT'-rreKOK K12NT Modern bungalow three rooms
H. J., care of Journal.
with largo sleeping porch,
furnished,
ItKNT
Fnrniehed
room,
sleeping WANTKD
To buy too best! 7ei
hundred
Phone 571. Inquire 1123 Kast Central.
.
porch, (ii'i Knuih Rdlth. Phono 1
ii!.""1'1 "'"'"
years old. John Mnnn.
1'CiK ItK.NT
Modern furnlshoit rial iuiBuit
roiim"" "wlto"
RENT
foil
Large
l.iiin"
WANTKM
At colee tt.'ond band furnliurn
Central car line, convenient to sanalor-lumporch; Ideal for two. 1115 Kast Central.
and kitchen utenilM-- . aieo cook stove or
Thaxton A Co., Third and 'lold.
HUNT
Two rooms
rtlrnlnhocl.
219C1-Foil
Phono
;
range.
P
FOR
rtiolern,
cottage,
South Proadwoy with or without bonrd.
W A N T K D --To buy second hand lilntTxiottu
glaaned porches: University car lines. Phone 1315-.381.
1524
East Central.
Phone
casce
mornings.
or all leiiihor suit
must lm
Foil ItKNT Itci'inis with slecpuig porcn j rcateiuablo. Phono SsS. Mr. Kwald.
POR RKN'Tn'foUaii'" Itt IflRfinufillC foii
with or without board. Phono (71. 112? i
room bungalow, rurnlihed; liaised In R.mt
WANTRD To buy a fmV .second hand buu-glc- s
C!entral.
sleeping porch; also guroge. Cnll 1207 East
and spring wagons. Murt be cheap.
RBNTWlll sharo ulccly filTnihed Thos. j. Pussinore,
Vfntral.
414 Sotilh Heeond.
collaireV-wittwo people; gentlein, n
VVANTI5IJ To borrow
:i,doo,
nl once on
105 South Cedar.
General.
ranch or city property, at K per cent, ln- aultahltlfuT
lerist
liil.
annufillv.
room
payable
FOH KENT liight
house.
'TurTushod
Foil RKNT Ntc-nltwo apartmen'.s. Phone 613.
ni"lrn itlUllF-ST-' CAHIt PltM IO PAIlf FOR'jllNh."
rolims for light hnusel4eeplng. Phone 1771
BY THIS SOIITIIWCSTKllN JUNK CO..
Five
nrc.VT
FOH
rgoms portly furulshedi
114 WKST P.RAIJ. PltONK
WO ALSO
electric lights nni) both. Water paid. Rent
RPY OIJAUTOS
FOR REN1
,,.
$20 per month, Inquire till West Central or
mens and boye
WANTED flecond-Vatr- J
PhiMM
39S.
IxmlTavrdTiaii
shoes and underwear. Also trunks
shed
clothes,
apartment
FOTl HK.Vr-I- n
highlands near University
nlmi sleeping room. 400 Houth Seventh.
and suit cases. Call UK. CMcago soond- car line new
modern rurnlahed iron PENT Two and three-roohand store, at? Bmtth First.
apartbungalow. Call or Phone A. I,. Martin Real
ments and sleeping rooms.
Highland Full HA I.W Ueaullltli iwnci-- r sweet peas,
Esiato Co., 21 il West Gold.
long stornmed, fragrant, imsnrted colors
Houjfe.
Order In advance. Illo
furnlsheil huuso very FOH ItKN'T Three or four room 'nrnlsbed 7r,0 per hundred. Sehool.
FGU HUNT
Phone 2ton.
Induslrlnl
Ornndo
desirable; every modern convenience, two
apartments, modern: AOS Routh First.
WAN'l'liu--4o!ulDag- s.
from He to so
Hrtvoy hotel office.
soreencd porches, shndo. Oood terms to
scrap Iron. Pay from
or C7S.
Fc ill
itKX'r Furnlshecf" npnrtineius.
Elms toeach, Vti tone
permanent tenant. Phone ins-lb.
Patrlotio duty. Ht. fiuls
per
Hotel, corner First anil Tljcras.
Junk Co., 4! oulh First street. Plmno 171
modThree-rooRoom
HHNT
Board.
With
For Rent
Foil
apartment,
WANTF.DTo sell or trade, for sheep or
em, nicely furnished, coal and gas range ' ranch
property, one 40 iH:re farm bus five
combined! clout) In. Apply 400 North Fourth.
room
modern hiiiifralow, artesian well, located
Phone 2!M.
at
Huntington lieaeh. Callfwrnla, Inquire
isCJU class board ana siweping porun altlt Foil nKNTTwo-roohouaekeeplng apartof M. I.. Oarola, Hot I'll, Mar:dalena. N. M.
room at summer laces, $X. a South Aid-)- .
ments, three rooms with tint h and sleep- vc A.N i ii.li
kuiiaU tinmhltig by nias-te- r
r
North
Phono lr.lS-ing rooms. Albuquerque Hotel 211!
Twlco dally service.
photiigraptiers.
'
Send
satUfaei l,,n guaranteed.
FOR RENT- To convalescents, large sleep- Second.
Remember,
homo cooking, lidO CiTXnCB for a happy winter home. Coal your finishing to a reliable. rstablHired firm.
ing porch, wiih good
21.1.1-furnished
a
'
nine
few
mniter
Hanna.
little
Haunii
idiiilerrnpliers
stored,
Cinlral
F.ust
already
apartments vacnnt. Suitable for two persons.
FOR HKN'l' ItoNins with sleepitig porches, (Tenants called by Uncle Ham). If taken
FOR SALL Livestock.
1st
cold
clnss
board,table
w:iter,
hot and
oolck will let for the former all year round i7tt'"iCiLT773'J
2403-F1003
West,
Casa de Clio 61 J West Gold.
WAHIIINCITON.prices at TUB
Fair
and
SAI.KTntle
riding
IV
pony
driving
t
RnklnsPrnn
Central,
furnished
Sleeping porchFOR ItrcNT
Phone 1!I07W.
rooms, first class table board.' 801 South
1,1-Two well broken cow ponies.
FOH sa
FOR SALE
Edith. Phone sso. Mrs. Abbott.
PeremeK's Dairy. Phone 3&1,
lockliart Raaich koTTaITkoooc
MUH. W. M ItKF.B, of ,th
rithT
KAI.R
FOR
lPdst, ln tnileTiiTwMust
his moved to 102 South Amo. .where she
Pecos river. 16 acres under .cultivation:
sell account belnir drafted. Phono 1S27.
Is prepared to tako health aoekers. Phono DO acres fenced; 2 modern five-roobung'
'
"'
Fl ) 1 f iT; K i'li ive yoitng 'hnrsea.- lis to
alows; one mile protected trout stream. AdDr. li. 'N. Wilson. ' thine miles
ttoo.
For oonvales dress Pot f'Si- Vnlle Pnnnh. K. M. .
:i. JAltfTf'fe;KCON()lDO''
cema Homethlng a little better. Coolest FUR SALR OR RENT Three acre ranch south of brtdi;e.
finer young pedigreed
surroundings. Hates
2
place In eltyIM'ltPlessant
miles from" town. Crop In 100 small Foil SAWifeitra
West Central, Phono 1112.
breeding stock Flemish 'Want. New Zen-lanreasonable.
fruit trees, nlso grapes and small fruit. Loand Rufus Red lietglnn hares. William
house,
SHADT NOOg'rajieU offers cscllentroom cated on main ditch. Three-rooNorth Eleventh
Oeslrech, flr.r
A
and board. Just th placo to get ssrong. barn ad chicken, pen. Address Box
i
Alhunuerriuet, N. M".
Phono 24S1-FFor rates phono S429F-- 4; froo transportation
Tlll-RIO CiTTnIiM Dl ROCt HOO CXI. of
Accommodations now available. Mrs. H. B.
c
Thomas.
Albuquerque the larsest breeders of regis-tBUSINESS dHANCES.
red Hngr'ln the southwest." Can supply you
now with herd hours and ;young stuff at
FOR PENT Two building at Seventh and moderate prices. Office 1216 Konth ThlriL.-PhnnTYPEWRITERS.
General Avenue. Apply to J. El. Elder,
' 12KS.- Ranch' henchiuartcrs 6 miles
TTPKWBITHUS All make. overlmuTeil "ailil agent.
j south, Phone' 2P-Frepaired. Klbbons for every machine, Aand pool room,
SALK Barber
FOR
hop
114
Tvpwrltnr
Phone
Eichange.
lbuquerque
ulso furnished rooms. Anply Central Dnr-b1 Hnnlh Vniirtk
PASTURAGE.
.
Shop, Old AlbU'idrrciue.
AUNT
Pasture wun wacer la eliy
Iron
KAI.K
house,
completely
Rooming
WANTED Position.
FUR
limit. Il.lit) per wontl ,1a admnc.
furnished, flood business. On account of Phone 117H-1149.
EXPERIENi'KD rnol
stenographer .wants other business must sell. Phone
situation, it. i . ,ii... Journal.
FcTill ISA LB
Hotel, soventetn well furnished
FOR SALL
WANT Washing and pruning .by the doson
rooms, centrally located, close to' depot.
and also rough dry.. Phone H48.
Owner will sacrifice. Bee National Investhouse,' sleeping porch and garago. A barment Co.. 102 North Third. . . . i
'
WANTED Position a meat cutter, mar.
i
best oouuie store gain.'. Ill Murt It High.
references.
Address
lino
good
ried,
Ncrlh UK RICNT Onebestat tne
'
for
located
general FOR BAI.B Nlc. home, furnished and
building and
Oregon. El Paso, Tc.
merchandise tn the eity. See J. D Eakln t
good paying business, M.00O, half cash
Washington Apartment IWt West Ontral. Bungalcrar, Journal office..
scientists j have found a fhnne
.' Rrttish
i
Idl
FOR SAl.fiTCemeM hllick Kiilise five) riiwn
species of pygmy; elephant In . the
le.eplnu porch; cellar, city water, corner
whldh
the
LOAN.i
MONETf
of
TO
adult
animal?
Congo
lot one btot-- from1 car line, handy to shops
grow, to a-- hlght of only five and a
a Hull-- fail) iwd K per iuunlh. Call UOt

tfu

Apartment.

Econoinlcit.

I J VESTOCK M AR K ETS.

rooms, porches, good local Ion.
only $2,200; good terms; It Im
a snap,
FOR
Mefi.rnnAV
1" ' ' V

i'

,.

Exporlencvd

The Star Furniture Co.
Is v,.-

ainul

MctSiJ-ijirre- i

vyi?i

rcmavc.
-

S;it8,

5

'-

rnli.

'

WANTELt(!afe.

Inquire

j

SNIONoj.LA.n0r

-

We need tno flervicci of
WAN'TCD
a number of C.ratnniar school hoya for perpart-tlinwork. The lioyic wo select
manent
wltl be well paid and give-i-t an oppoi-tu'dtto earn, lear:r and advance. Apply to
Milne, S04 Park Ave. Albuciucrciuc,
to

who's aSS,- -

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in. Some rush and $18 per month
will baucllo. It will pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving ' town,
and will sacrlllco. Heo National
Inveslment Co., 102 North Third.

& CO.

South.

POYS

Mar-

ket unchanged.
Poultry Alive, lower. Fowls,

7"1.

Dwelling.

I'lirei-roo- m

ltd.

Mwilhtu6

Itain

JilcM

huuae; pcircli.

WA.viBllSi.-Pi'r.lraft
and
(or good iwyintr bunlnrn; must
"""" ""lienor. Aiipiy it, H. . ran. Journal.
'
i
.
...
w,i
wait..,,,.,.. ,T.-- a ... v.,
day.unchanged.
Laborers $3.50 to I3.S0 pr indny. 4ciptrlaborEa-s'and
unchanged.
"".mnoma ai once, employment 110
Spelter
Hou'h Third. Phono 304.
WANTED
tirr for nucruTTi
traliTlTwJ
XEW VOUK MONEY.
and an all round mechanic. Itlo cjrandci
Industrial School, Box 55 City.
New York.'July 24. Mercantile pa- WANTED-Hoyo- f
"l 8 "or" 1 9 " yuanTcTf "age'
per, unchanged; sterling 60 day bills,
who can drive Ford car memt bo at rung.
60
commercial
day Apply Wet Waiih Launder, S04 North
f.72',4 per cent;
bills, 4.71
per cent; demand. 4.753 Broadway.
cent.
4.70
WANTEli Machlniat
per
to ouiirate Icthra.
per cent; cables,
planer;, boring milla, e:c, in ennmruc-tto- n
liar silver and Mexican dollars,
of electric, hoi.Htic. cruHhlnK and cortiai hlm-- v for imiuntrli-Timer loans Strong and unchanged. ncentratenuur-lirto our hova "over ItiriM"
Call money Strong and unchanged They are cloincc thrlr part nobly and w
cUr"
our bit nt homft. lipnver
muHt
Worku.
.H',th
i
Hlakc Dc nvef,
KANSAS CITY PRODV'CK
Vhnno

L. McKpncldrii

.Nortn.

Btxc-k'-

' "u""M'"

I'.

FOR REN1

On-tra- i.

Colo.

'

I'lii--

II

m.thor.

'''VT'f,

216 West Gold.

jSIE ESCfiSANdvE

-

;

XOU

--

k

Phone Kill

I'lIU; INSI UAXCK AGENTS
Third and Gold

in :

-;,

iT--

T1MTOM

Fr

Ql'H'K!

Barrfuins in second hand folding camp
stove, Perfection and Puritan oil
stoves, refrigerators, .pianos, beds,
dressers, etc. Wo buy anything.
I'liono 1 II
121) West Gold

help wanted.

Charles L.

OUT OF
- I'LL

HERE

We have a new Washing Machine for $S.5o.
Remember we
want to Inly your old furniture.

homes at old prices ore exceedingly scarce. We can, however,
si ill offer an exceptionally well built
Santa
brick home, with basement,
healing plant, five spacious rooms,
hall, bulb, large porches, good surroundings and very close in in Lowlands, for the old price of $4,200.

JLOANS.

city board of aldermen as the party
organization's choice fur nomination
as governor, Putnam county,, the
A.
home of William Churc h Ouborn, was
AmI
Estate, Insurance, Loan
recorded as not "voting."
,
ill Soutl Fourth Utrtctt
The vote was officially, announced
vdtes:
as follows: For Smith, 440
vole. Not recorded
for Usborn
(Putnam county) 3.
who yesterday
Samuel Seubury,
Male.
threw the convention Into confusion WA.VI'Kli
"1
wages 'f.,r compel- resolution
a
introduced
ho
ent man. jj y. yve
when
Mr.
PSninst "trucklers," voted for
WA.rElWKHe'miuk Keeper.
Au- Ply at cine, u ... j.,,,,,.
as he added, he wanted to see
the' party's candidate, "one entirely
wu'"r,l'lsl
..,,,,. ..iqaipr
free from the influence of Tammany
tilbson, N. M
U AM lilt rlelinhl.. f
and William It. Hearst."
good
WugC-and
share
liy
August first H !.. Journal.
Mr. Osborn had requested bis name
i
A.
NVat
hl
iilHicailru;
before the convention.
bo not put
buy .abuuTTT
'...ml jubf.ir right boy. luoa
Easi
Other state candidates endorsed, follows:
WANTED BxperliNCeTmiTii' for mlik huu
Governor, Alfred E. Smith, New
work. Apply
Dairy, law North
hcurth.
York.
L.
Bard,
of
Franklin
state,
Wa.N"I131jVouiik nian to work In Tradlnn
Secretary
Attorney general,
Dutchess.

OT

)uxv W1

ItKAL KSTATK. F1UK INSU RANCH,

V, Sll.l'V l.rlolr
c,i,.
1C6.
living room with' flre- - Phone
Seventh,
stuccoed bungalow,
modern, hardwood floors, garage; T. Ii, .Mc Spaclclen
Highlands, clo.se in,

Erie.

"T"

HEREB

mmxm 'ca.
OrifK!

1

Kansan City livestock.
Kansas City.. Julv 24. CatthS Re
J
ceipts 10,000. Market higher. ,Stecrs,
T.l.,iifill!lllT Kills Kllf.
8.35 ; western, $12.00
$17.50
15.7 5;
Little Rock, Ark., July 24. Douglasbows." $6.2513.00: .heifers. 18.60
Wray of Chicago, died at the base no,
13.50; feeders, $7.6016.60;
calves. pital at Camp Pike today as the re13.50.
$8,00
rifle wound. A
sult of a
Hogs Receipts '12,000. Market note left by the, lieutenant was withhigher. Heavy, $19.00 19.1 B; light, held from
the good of
$18.6019.05; pigs, $16.75 J7.75.
service."
the
Sheep Receipts i 4,000. . Market
ing side.'
.
'
strong. Lambs, $15.0018.50; yearClosing pricesr
CliamlK'Tlamn Tabids.
lings, $11.00, 15.00; wethers. $10.00
Corn Aug., $1.55 VI Sept., $1.56
Chamberlain's Tablets are Intended
12.50.
$8.00
ewes,
13.50;
bilOats Aug.,' 70 c; Sept., 69c.
especially for stomach troubles,
and have
Pork July, $45.90; Sept., $45.90.
and
constipation,iousness
Denver livestock.
met with much success in the treatLard July, $26.65; Sept., $26.50.
'Denver, July 24. Cattle Receipts ment of those diseases. People who
. Rlbs--Jul$24.90; Sept, $25.07.
Market
300.
steady 'to. 15c lower have suffered for years with stomach
Beef cattle,- - $11.001B.50;' cows. and. trouble and have been unable to obNEW YORK COTTON
relief, have Ween
stockers arid tain any permanent
heifers, $8.0011.00;
munnl.lAlu mllMt hu tllA 11R6 Of theSO
New York, July 24. Cotton futures feeders, $7.50ll.O0; calves, $11.00
tablets. Chamberlain's Tablets are
closed steady. July, $25.40; Oct., 13.50. .
also of great value ror oinouwum.
600.
20n
Market
Receipts
Hogs
$24.47; Dec, $23.94; Jan., $23.84;
Chronic constipation may be permaTop,
$18.40
bulk,
$18.5;
higher.
March, $23.84.
nently cured by taking Chamber-Iain'- s
18.75.
,
Tablet and observing the plain
NT5W TORK METAL,
none, Market un printed direction with each bolt lav
changed. Iirnbs, J17.0013.00j ewes;
Red Cross dak,
.
"1V Yo'rlC July S4. IadMaiUet fn.oo
join the Two-Bit- "
'

modern brick with sleeping
porch, close In, lowiamls. House in
The lot in worth $000
At conilltlon.
but we are going t sell yon the
house, lot and all fur less than the
house could be built $2,350 titja-- it;
1250 clown, $25 per month. Get busy,
beat the other fellow to it. See "

lira-plac- e.

WISK

-

Good

n

Saratoga Springs, N. Y., July 24.
$3.500
New York democrats In informal state
coed, large
convention today named Alfred K.
piuce,
$3,000.
the.
New York
Smith, president of

Hogs-Recei-

CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE,

IFteiAL LtABSD

L

McMANUS

GE0RGE

SALE

2
frame, modern,
sleeping porches, completely fur2
nished, suitable fur
families,
rents for $30.1)0 pur mouth; 8rd
ward,
$ 1,750
cement block
and shingle reside-iicvhardwood
hot
floors,
air furnace, corner hit,
Fourth
locution,
good
ward.
$2,300.
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-ifeatures, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
parage; 4th. ward.
$2,500.
stuccoed bungalow In
University Heights, modern,
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
818, WEST CENTRAL

SALVATION AHMY

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

phone

3i5.

COWTINGENT TO

AVE.

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

1918

19 SHRINERS TO
TODAY ONLY

DIEUH
FOR FIRST

N. M.

July 25,

LEAVE TONIGHT

Dill

ATTEND ROSWELL

FOR ARMY GAMP

House of High Class pictures and Music
COOLEST PLACE

CEREMONIAL SAT.
W ill la

The following Crackers and Cakes iust in from
the factory, all fresh: Mallomars. Tokens,
Arrowroot Biscuit, Graham Crackers, Nabisco Wafers, large and small boxes, Vanilla Wafers. Zwieback, Premium Soda Crackers, assorted. Select Soda Crackers, plain, Uneeda
Biscuit, American Beauty Ginger Snaps, Unity Jumbles, iced, National Wheatless Cakes.

A list of the men railed to report
Workers Find Many Who DouNineteen
of the Bal
at the office of the local draft board Hit Abyad representatives
Temple of Albuquerque' will
ble Their Assignments, None at 10 o'clock this morning, and who
will be entrained tonight for Camp leave here tomorrow at noon for Ros
Allowed to Give More Than Travis, Tex.,
was completed by the well, where they will attend tho Shrine
local
board
The board Pilgrimage Saturday. They will leave
yesterday.
$25; Will Reacii Quota.
will meet at 10 o'clock this morning by motor and will KO to Vaughn where

IN.

TOWN

in Fox Presents

W!LLIAfVl

Cm
'X forand

FARNUM

to act on certain claims and the men the Santa Fe
and Las Vegas Shriners
IX
At the rlose of the first day's drive will be inducted into military service will "Join them. Los Lunas also will
at
inducthat
their
time.
Followin1.'
The 1018 Version of
for the Salvation Army fund last night
.'
tion they will hear a lecture in the send a delegation.
T. J. Mabry, chairman of the local
Those who will represent Albuquer
Chamber
of
Commerce.
que are: p. l
committee, announced that $1,500, or
Williamson, Reuben
The men are as follows:
more than half of the county's quota
Perry, C. M. BarbtT, B. L. Wiles,' S. 11.
Frank
Pantaleon
Otto
Sanchez.
Wlum TtfJC
JwwHf
V. S. Food License No.
of $2,500 was raised. Reports from
C.
A.
uusch,
Culver. S. J. Abrahams
Urclnlo Paz, Jose Martinez, A.
K. Burr, Peter Cameron and dnugh-- j
outside districts, received yesterday Wagner,'
Manuel
Chavez. Frank Freancear.
afternoon, indicate that only about Tomas Gutierrez. Solomon Garcia, To- - ter, R. F. Mead, Andrew Backer, (
CRESCENT GROCERY
$:I00 can be expected of them. Old Almas Turleta. Antonio Jose Garcia. I. Peterson, J. W. Rathmei, F. E. An
buquerque, of which Jesus Romero, Alfredo
drews, W. G. Smith, F. M. Lyons and
II OMER H. WARD
Gpnzales, Carlos Garcia, Juan
ROBERT .TONES
is chairman, yesterday notified Chair'
Jose Montano, Riimaldo Gonzales, wire, A. A. Kein, W. T. Murphy and I.
315 Marlilo Avenue.
Jhc 1918 Versicn
Co:i. aud South Wuller.
man Mabrs" that that precinct will Samuel
j
Henrv Caldwell. Ama- - II. Chumbcrlin.
Anaya,
Phones
I'lione
576
more than subscribe its (fuota of $100. do Nuancs, Simon
The local temple has a distinction
y
By Roy Norton
Sahtzar, Fremin
Tho plan of tlie workers is to ask Martinez,
A Mory that is gripping wllli
Rumaldo
t'havez, Juan which is enjoyed by no other temple
from $1 to $:'.j from each person. Yes- Chavez, Luis Chavez, Melchor Sanin rsortn America. Thai, is the largest
unci adventure.
romance
A Ntnr
service flag, of tho 1,100 mcmbersi
terday the committee found a large
Broadway Christian church aro in- number of persons who gave double doval, Fabricio Chavez, Samuel
wit bout fear.
is
that
Roy Iforton.
the
local
composing
Elflgo Lucero, Adolf Gonzales,
temple, one of the
vited to attend a basket lunch at the the amount
were asked for. No Eleuterio Duran, Anihrosto Baca,
lfi3
In the' military servo
smallest,
they
are
chinch at 7:::o o'clock Friday night. one was allowed to contribute more
Martinez. Jnhn Oeor,re Fish- - ice of the United States, which gives
W. 11. Cummings was fined $10 by
than $J5 however, as the committee burn, Pedro Cordova, Luis ip.aca, Lo the local temple tho largest percentage
V.
.VlcClellan In police court intends the
Judge W.
56
campaign shall be popu renzo
Martinez, Hugh A. Carlisle, in mis respect.
yesterday morning for driving un aut- lar and none shall bear a burden. Bus Juan Serna. Alejandro
4
It is expected that the gathering at
Armiio. ITr- omobile with the exhaust open, lie iness and
professional men are asked hano Sanchez. Jose Cristino Garcia. Roswell will be one of the largest
paid tin! fine.
to contribute from $5 to $10 whilo Pablo Padilla, Andres Lucero, J. J. which has been held in New Mexico
Harold .1. Keiewin received word clerks, laborers and others were ask Cox. Alfredo Guiterrez. Ilarrv Mc
foe, many years.
The
i,ri r,r
yesterday that his brother, Raymond ed for from $1 to $:!. Many of these Afee, Nicolas Gonzales, Fuilliano Lu uie attendance will be from the
L. Kcigwin,
member of the Fifty- - were nut satisfied with the amount cero, Frank Armijn, Nicolas Maestas, er Pecos valley. This will be the low
Children 5c; Adults 10c
Matinee, 1 to 6.
first
first Infantry, has arrived in England asked and doubled their donations.
Luis Griego, Nick Chavez, Manuel ceremonial held In Roswell for ten
after mi uneventful trip,
..Children 10c; Adults 15c
Nights, 6 to 11
Abel
Ernest yea rs.
Zainora,
According to lute reports last night, Giiiterrez,
R. .Storey,
V.
federal manager of the campaign is going successfully Adams, Tomas
F. B. Silverwood of Los Angeles,
Elmer
(luiterrez,
the Santa Fe railroad, Was In Albu- throughout this state. The Elks lodge Kreaker, Pat
Kozlowski. Roscoe composer of the song, "I Ixive You,
querque last night. Mr. Storey is re- of the state is in charge of the drive, Vaughn, Fred W. I'utnani, Samuel California," and one
COMING FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
of the most popufrom
the
Pacific coast and is und almost to a man, are working Garcia. Luis Munz. Manuel A. Ro lar men in the Masonic
turning
will atlodge,
an
making
inspection of the road as
to assist the great relief mero, Lucien
Hoih, E. G. Behrens, tend the ceremony.
-- IXhe goes along. lie arrived on train No. faithfully
The Salvation Army, al- Paul II. Duckman. Barney Luna. Nick
organization.
2 at 3 o'clock
in the
aftprnoon and though the first to begin operations in Albany, Vldal Guiterrez. Torihlo Tru- "TVo-Bit- "
left on train No. 810 for tile south.
is the last to ask for aid. jillo. Jc.se L. Silva and W. P. Brcnnan.
"The Herman Educational System Europe,
Tho following
negroes will leave
More than $2,000,000, raised largely
1 for Fort Riley,
and its Hearing on the War," will be
e
Kansas:
through pennies and niekles dropped August
the subject of the lecture to be given In
Collins, William Au.itin, Burrell
tambourines on street corners, al
by Dr. II. K. Hassett in Rodoy hull of ready hiis linen spent by the organiza- 'll. Neely, Elfego Mares, Jasper Crenthe University of New Mexico at 8:15 tion to aid the soldiers.
of tho shaw, John W. Cruse, J. Louis Nalda,
Carl W. Franklin, Tom Houston, Ero'clock tonight. Dr. Hassett of the Uni- - highest officials of the Many
organization nest
Glover, Louis Alex, Willie Ixne.
FOR RENT.
versify of Iowa is actimf professor of are working without pas'. Those who
education during the vacation of
Fine office rooms formerly occuD
do get salaries receive only small pit- forArthur Radcliffe will leavo July 29
C. K. Hodgin. The lecture tances.
Camp Forrest, Lytic, Ga., where
Five Reel Feature
pied by the cattle sanitary board.
he will serve ns a blacksmith.
will be free to the public.
For full information call at J. Kor-b'Private W. K. Collinge, of Canada's
W. S. S
& Co., 220 West Second.
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
FORD WEEKLY OXE REEL
"Fighting Seventh,' who after nine
months in the front line trenches as SOLDIER SPEAKS AT
PHYSICIAN ELECTED
a bomber, recently described in this
THE PRIME FAVORITE
KIWANIS CLUB MEETING
TO MEMBERSHIP IN
city the operations of the Salvation
PHONE YOCR ORDERS IN. NO
men on the battlefield.
SOLICITORS.
ALL GOODS
CLINICAL SOCIETY Army
Private John II. Dale sooke vester- DELIVERED.
"They are absolutely without fear,"
5c
he said. "They readily risk their lives day at a meeting of the Kiwanls club.
PAY CASH-SA- VE
MONEY
News of a high honor paid to one of to get a wounded man and give him outlining the camnaiirn he nronoses to
Plus War Tux
IN
lis directors was received yesterday relief. They are In the front line rid the city of loafers and idlers, who
DELIVERIES For Lowlands, 8 a.
m. and 2 p. m. For Highlands, 10
at the office of the New Mexico Pub- trenches with a smijo and a
are
needed
in
the
army.
hearty
a. m. aud 4 p. tu. No npeclal
lic Health association and is of such
E. N. Boule presided at the
and I have seen some gen
a character as to reflect credit upon greeting
Tom Danahey presented the at
uine heroism among their brave men.
that organization and imnn ih nhu. They are as popular behind the lines tendance prize, which was won by E.
J I 'ST "RECEIVED.
IHESH
624
siclan honored.
SHIPMENT OF SCHILLING'S
as tney are on the buttle front, there J. Strong. W. O. Thaxton, as silent
The communication
BEST COFFEE AND TEA.
contains (bo thev establish little ennteens often in Booster, presented each members with
news of the election of Dr a n
a leather-boun- d
memorandum book
"WILL
11). can Coffee.
where they as a
45c
to membership In the Ameri extremely todangerous spots,
souvenir.
(
men
of
for
2 lb. can Coffee. . . , .
the
needs
minister
the
.$1.00
can l llmatological and Clinical soa mere trifle. No soldier can return
lb. pkg. Tea
75c
Want Wagner Renominated,
Five Part Paramount
ciety. Membership in this society is from the battlefields without a warm
Ililiolite's Marshmnllow Cream
limited to' 100 of the best men' pracSanta Fe. Julv 24. The normal In
A Picture that Will Delieht the Children One
that Grown People
In his heart for the great Solfine for cako filling, pt. jar. 30c
spot
stitute of Mora countv teachers nt
ticing Internal medicine as a specialty. vation
Will Thoroughly Enjoy.
Army. I cannot find words to Wagon Mound
The only other New Mexican upon
.adopted
unanimously
"A PARAMOl'NT PICTOGRAPH"
whom this honor has heen nnnforrail ex dress my appreciation .'Of their resolutions
askinjj the republican
is Col. George E. Bushnell, who Is also work.. They are simply great."
to renominate Superintendent of I'll JIU JI.AMS. Hi
an.
party
Matteucci, Palladino&Co.
The workers yesterday were:
1
a director of the nubile hnnitv,
6
Public Instruction J. H. Wagner ond BACON, lb
10c
35p
Grace Stortz, Lorretto Mangan, M. that the people
GROCERIES AND MEATS
ciatlon. He is now in Washington nnH
him and ask DAIRY MAID HOMINY, per ciln lie
X is
8
B.
001 VV. Tljeras. Phones
J.
A.
F.
FInlay ed similarly that Milnor Rudulph be Welch's and Armours Grape Juice 40c
6
Bergman,
Copp,
in charge of the bureau of internal
11
10c
15c;
Sims,' Grover Divine, N. F.1 Lesucr,
Two for .
medicine of the office of th u,,.r
county superintendent.
Alma Baldriclge. Alexandria Vaughey,
Pens, Tomatoes, Corn, 2 Tor
25c
general of th army.
Can '2i. Ilw. Guaranteed Peaches
J.'r. hliortle's election to this hnnnr Katherine Angle, Frank E. Tull, T. F.
and
'
Pears
20c
is particularly pleasinnr to Nr.w
MACK SENNKTT COMEDY
Tannus, A. B. Betz, Lillian Kempenich
Peach and Apple Butter, lb. !s0e
S1U
South First. Phone 221.
jeans inasmuch as it is nn Indication D. A. Macphcrson, 14. W. Faw, C. E.
nuiiy size Milk 7
5c
sl,e
W. 8. B
that the work of physicians In the Lowber, D. K. B. Sellers, Florence
I'ull
13c si.e
12c
Persons who wk& to renew or take inrge size,
southwest is gaining national recop:- - Weiller, Francis E. Wood, H. C. Rochl
liox Matches, 7
0c
size....
nltion. Rut few, not exceeding five or George It. Craig, C. H. Carnes, Charlett ont meinlMrshlps In tbj Red Cross rolled Ham, 1
size.
n do so by calling at Strong's Book Vienna Sausage, 15e size.. .13 ..5
six men in the entire Rooky mountain Mellnl, Frank Kruske, W. C. Kiem
PROMPT SICRVICE. PnONE
75.
STRONG lll.K., COPPER
. 35c
country, have received this recogni and Jno. Lee Clarke. Others will as Btoro, O. A. Mutson A Oo GrimshawN Roust Beef, 40c size
AMI Kl.Vf liult
or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning Corned Beef, 40e size
tion.
sist in the campaign today.
Stuffed Plain Olives, I5u sl.i 13 3c
w.o i iiniruian or mo
W. h. S.
MemoerHtiip com' Medium Crisco
. .$1.25
Albuquerque to Santa Fe
No. 1381-nilltee.
ANNUAL MEETINGOF
Good .Propositions
. . $2.00
Large size Crisco
Are
Many
Commencing week July 22.
Small Cottolenn
li.,
.
P" Now- - See
Singer Taxi Co., I'hone 000.
LAWYERS TO BE HELD
meuiiim
uoltolene
$1.10
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP Lurirn
Colloli.tm
n.
Leaves Mondays,
HERE LAST OF AUGUST
wesson uu, one pint und three- PHONE 6T
Wednesdays,
Fridays
morning'
ounce cans'
jo
and Saturdays.
Medium size. Snowdrift
B. M. WILLIAMS
Tho New Mexico liar association
$1.10
TfM'fil iwniv rwriiltliifr nfriin1a 4
05c
Dentist
will meet In annual session In Albu('ompound Ijud, 3 lbs
Car leaves Albuquerque 7 a. m.
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
Rooms 1 and S. WhlUn
$1.15
received Ihe shock tf tlK'i young
Building Compound Iard, 5 lbs
querque on August 29, 30 and 31, acSanta Fe, 4:30 p. m.
Martin & Thorn. Tax!. Phone 273. cording to official
No.
Phone
684.
Compound Lnrd, 10 lbs
lives yesterday.
Don't neglect tho "Two Bif Red
$2.35
For a tiniei it 4
announcement made
Corner
One Way. $3,75
Miss Lillie May Donuldson is ill at
Second
Gold.
Euro
and
Silver Leaf Lard, 5 lbs
was thought ll might lie neces- $1.65'
Llub. Join tiMlaj.
l,
yesterday by Hiram C. Dow, of
Round
$7.00
8.
her home here.
8.
W.
Silver licaf LanT. 10 His.
Trip,
...$3.00
of tho association. The '? wiry to administer heart Htiimi
president
"
Don't
Two-RltOne
RihI
gallon solid wicked Anoleu Jr.,.
J. H. ile Baca left last night for dates chosen were the
neglect the
hints but by night the men were
only available
Cross Club.
Gallon Pie Fruits. Peuclies mill
totlaf.;
Kansas City, Mo., on business.
out of danger and had fully re- days upon which the association could
.
Apricots
(to,.
Charles K. porter left yesterday for meet without
W. . 8
covered llielr equilibrium.
VTwo-B- it
with a court.
IJ The Real Hoover
Large can Sliced Pineapple ...,20c
Colorado on a combined business and term In some Interfering
Tlie eaiisn of the commotion ?
IJvery and saddle horsea. Trimble' Walnuts,
Candy Ij
lb
part of the state. John 3
25c
led
Burn.
,
A
woman
to
Bci-rthe
Liwcoime simp chocolates
Join
pleasure trip.
tried
ozs..!
Armour's
7
Venahle, president of the Albuquerque
.30c
Cbipped
a.
w.
w
Walter L. Noneman, of Camp Fun- - Lawyers' club, M. E. Hlekey and W. C. ? army.
IUd Salmon, 1 111
aoc
ARMI.IO'8 TAXI IJNE
:
Red Salmon, yt lb
j
Miss Helen M. Kopplin, 00ft
Hon, Kansas, Is spending a
y
Iicid, of the local bar, make up the
.....20c
Two
E-cars
large
at
I
service,
Corn
your
3
West
or
'4
day
lakes,
25c
here.
I,enl
avenue, yesterday
furlough
i
ewiiuiiiuee on arrangements here. This
and
Central
and
night ( heap rates by the hour. Ijirge Can Hominy
J 'at rick
nifide nnnlicatioii fur nilnii(tnif &
12Vic
McCrory enlisted in the in- committee will be assisted by a com"Grlni.slmw Wauls to See You" o
PHONE 414.
Wedding Itrcakfust Ceffev
to the army mctlicul eoi"ps as an 4
27'c
fantry of the army here yesterday and mittee from the Chamber of Com
FREE CALL AND DKLIVERY Bulk Peanut Butter, lb
soc
0 ambulance driver. Klie dwlared
left fur El I'aso.
merce.
"
BATCH'R OLD STAND
Walur linker's Chocolate, lb. . , .
she had had exiMTlem-with an- MT O
Sergl. Jacob Tyne of the army re,
Waller Bilker's Covm, Hi.
50c
tomohiles
4
to
was
nnd
do
anxious
cruiting station spent yesterday In DEATHS
j
Native Fresh lVacbes, with a
her bit. The rule that women
AND FUNERALS.
Helen on recruiting work.
8
2 IIh
man
fluvor,
to
Experlenceil
35c
take
arc
not
charge
in
branch
of
W. C. Simpson of Denting, N. M
accepted
any
of cotton goods ant) linen depart
Gluss Jar brand Apricots nnd
To Replace That Broken Window
the ormy was explained and tlie
Kheriff of Luna county, was in this
meut In city. Apply' Postofflce
Refugio Luna.
Glass.
2 for
Box
Pears,
35c
woman
dlsnnwas
young
much
200, City,
Befugio Luna, 03 years old, died at S
city yesterday on business.
CO.
LUMBER
LINE
ALBUQUERQUE
FILL
OF QUAKER CEREALS
pointed.
Herman Schweizer. manager of the his home, 617 North Eleventh Btreet,
Lady 'ho'took wrong bag by
This Is the first Instance m A
423 N. First.
Phono 421.
Fred Harvey newB and curio depart yesterday morning. He is survived by
mistake from train at station WedNEW GOOdITnEW PRICES
a wife and seven children. One son is .which a woman lins attempted
ment, is ill with rheumatism.
to enlist in the army here, al- nesday nighi please communicato
Dr. K. M. Clayton, city physician, in the army und a daughter lives in
FANCY SUMMER APPLES
CASH ONLY
though several have applied for
with Combs Hotel.
'
lert at noon yesterday for Casa Sala Salt Lake City. Funeral services will'
FOR SAJ,E
'
admission
to
tlie navy,
ALONSO
DR. 'v MARRON
Wo have, a very large
le held at 8 p'clock this morning In
war on professional business.
of
them and all orders will becrop
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Coors, Jr., the church of Han Felipe do Nerl, Old
grent-1.I21K WEST CENTRAL ,
appreciated. For prices write
returner yesterday from a stay of Albuquerque. Burial will be in Santa
.Phone 831-or cull at
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